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Application No. Applicant(s)
14/728 349 Xie etal.

Applicant-InitiatedInterview Summary =aaninee Ant Unit AIA Sinus
ASHFORDS HAYLES 3687 No

 

All participants (applicant, applicants representative, PTO personnel):

(1) ASHFORD S. HAYLES. (3) Liangsen Koh.

(2) Joe Zheng. (4),

Date of Interview: 12 February 2019.

Type: Telephonic (J Video Conference
C) Personal [copy given to: OC applicant (applicant's representative]

 Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: (1 Yes No.
lf Yes, brief description:  

Issues Discussed O1i01 [112 Oio2 Mio3g lCothers
(Por eachof the checked box(es) above, please desenbe below (he issue and detailed dexeription of (he discussian)

Claim(s) discussed: 1.

Identification of prior art discussed: n/a-

SubstanceofInterview
(Foreach issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics mayinclude: identification orclarification of ii
reference or a portion thereclaiminterpretation. proposed amendments, arguments of any applied referenwes ote...)

Discussed proposed amendments, recommended thatclarification of how the payment gateway serveris introduced
into the payment processorstate the novel limitation of wnting data to an nfc medium provided by the POS. Additional
search will be required, no agreement has been reached. Formal response to follow..

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office actlon must include the substanceof the interview. (See MPEP
section 713,04), Il areply to the last OMice action has already beenfiled, applicant is given a non-extendable period of the longer of one month or
thirly days from this interview dale, or the mailing dale of this interview summary form, whicheveris later, lo file a statement of the substance of the
inlerview

Examinerrecordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
ihe substance of an inierview should include the ilems listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identificalion of ihe
general ihrust of each argument or issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and Ihe
general results or oulcomeof the interview, lo include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issuesraised,

| Attachment

/ASHFORD S HAYLES/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3687

 
U.S. Palent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 8/17/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20190212
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Summaryof Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substanceof Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete writlen statement as lo the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or lelephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or nolan agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In-every Instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview Wilh an examiner, a complete wrilten statement of the reasons presented at the Interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed by the applicant. An intarviaw does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111,.1.135, (95 U.S.C.
132)

37 GFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with {he Patent or Trademark Office should be lransacted in wriling. The personal allendance of applicants of (heir allorneys or agents al ihe Palent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the wrilten record in the Office. No atlention will be paid to any
alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt,

The aclion of the Patent and Trademark Otlice cannot be based exclusively on the writlen record in the Office it that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance ofinterviews.

\tis the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the applicationfile, unless
ihe examiner indicates he or she will do so.II is the examiners responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which beardirectly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of subsiance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes andfilling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, direcied solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.07 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing out
typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like. are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where lhe
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separale Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Farm shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file. and listed on the
"Contents" section of the file wrapper, In a personal interview, a duplicate of ihe Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) al the conclusion of
the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicants correspondence address either with or prior
to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examineris nollikely before an allowanceorif other circumstancesdictate, |he
Form should be mailed promptly alter the interview rather than with the nextofficial communication,

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
- Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
- Name of applicant
- Name of examiner
- Date of interview
- Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)

Nameof participant(s) (applicant, atlomey or agent. examiner, olher PTO personnel, etc.)
- An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted
- An identification of the specific prior art discussed

An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by
attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreementas to allowability is tentalive and does
nol resirict further action by ihe examiner to the contrary

- The signature of \he examiner who conducted the interview (if Form ts not an attachment to a signed Office action)

lis desirable thai {he examinerorally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance olthe interview of each case.It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview unless
it includes, or is supplemented by the applican| or |he examinerto include, all of (he applicable items required below concerning the substance of the
interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of ihe nature of any exhibit shown or any demonsiration conducted.-
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nalure discussed, unless Ihese are already described on

the Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to he examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborale. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is nol
required, The identification of the arguments is sufficientif the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in lhe context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to ihe examiner.)

6) 4 generalindication of any other periinent matters discussed, and
7) ifappropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed

by the examiner.
Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicanis record of ihe substance of an interview, |! the record is not complete and accurate,

ihe examinerwill give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct (he record

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

\{ the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should sendaletter setting forth the examiners version of the statement
attributed to him or her, |fihe record is complele and accurate, ihe examiner should place the indication, Inlerview Record OK on the paper recarding
ihe substance of the interview along with the date and the examinersinitials.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Applicant(s): Xiangzhen Xie et al
Title: Trusted Service Management Process
Serial No.: 14/728, 349
Filing Date: 06/02/2015
Confirmation: 5346

Examiner: HAYLES, ASHFORD S
Group Art Unit: 3687
DocketNo.: RFID-085C1
 

 
Interview Agenda

Time: 02:00PM EST (17:00 AM PST)

Date: Tuesday, February 12, 2019

Participants: Examiner: Ashford

Inventor: Liangseng Koh

Representative: Joe Zheng (Reg. No.: 39,450, Cell: 408-891-9381)

Connection: Dialing in: (415)363-6338, and conference ID:987987

Agenda:

1. Joe briefly describes whatthis invention is about with respect to Claim 1;

2. Joe presents the distinctions between Claim 1 and the three cited references
Sincal (U.S. 2013/0339253) in view of Mullen (U.S. 2012/029472) further in view of
Shank (U.S, 2011/0066550)

3. Examiner presents his view on the distinctions:

4. Examiner suggests possible amendments to overcomethe references;

5. Conclusion (Interview Summary)
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

Please amend Claim 1 as follows:

1. (Currently amended) A method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

causing a mobile device to capture data directly from a medium_ph :

inereto, the data including an electronic invoice and settlement information with a

merchant associated with a POS device, wherein the POS device is used to

prepare the electronic invoice andtransfer the data to the medium;

displaying the electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device to show an

amountto be paid by a user of the mobile device, wherein the mobile device is

configured to execute an installed application therein to capture the data from the

medium,

receiving an entry by the mobile device, the entry including an additional amount

from the User’

calculating a total amount by adding the additional amount to the amountin the

 

electronic invoice.

generating a payment request automatically in the mobile device in response to the

electronic invoice after the user has chosen a paying instrument, wherein the

payment requestincludes the total amount and the settlement information;

displaying the electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device for the user to

verify the payment request along with the chosen paying instrument:

sending the payment request from the mobile device to a payment gateway, wherein

the payment gateway sends a messagedirectly to the POS device that a monetary

transaction per the payment request sent from the mobile device has been

successfully completed in the payment gateway with the POS device when an

amount equivalent to the total amount is deducted from an account associated with

the user~ and

recording a confirmation in the mobile device that the monetary transaction per the

payment request has been successfully completed with respect to the electronic
invoice,

AS showmn In FIC ihe mobile device 1103s getiing the data dizm1eGIC108 where the daia is Generated and transferred ontoth SY]
Simcaiteacheseealy nPfaragraph

 
 
 
      nas the data to ine
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S a transaction code and downloads the data from

pee thetransacton code. The subtle difference pesveet
bove and Sincai is the 3°entity (ie. a repository server) requirad in Sincaihile the instar application is a ore-io-one scheme without 4

ccording!iy |Sincai feache ay frem ‘causing a mobile device to capture
data directly from a medium physically presented thereto, the data including an
electronic invoice and settlementinformation with a merchant associated with a POS

device, wherein the POS deviceis used to prepare the electronic invoice and
transfer the data to the medium’

  
 
  eS VY

 On Page 7 the Examimer cites Mullen as Sincal fatis to explicitly state Iwo more

shown in Fis. 14, Mullen expheitiy requirestthelimations recited in Clair4. AS
mobile device to generate the payment request based on the total amount of the
purchased items caiculsted in the mobile device. contradicting “the POS deviceis
used to prepare the electronic invoice and transfer the data to the medium,... the
payment request includes the total amount and the settlement information [from the
Snes Phe modification of Sincai with Mullen could not cure the deficiencies inFal?
“ittymeee yt

 

  

 

On Peoe &, Shark'scled fo show generating a payment request inthe mobiledeyine in resporise to aeelectronic invoice Again the modification of Sincal ar
Mullen with aewank could fot cure the deficiencies im Since.

(Previously amended) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said causing a

mobile device to capture data directly from a medium includes placing the medium

near the mobile device.

(Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 2, wherein the POS device

includes a secure element that provides security and authentication to generate the

electronic bill and transfer the data to the medium.

(Previously amended) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to verify the amount in the electronic invoice and make a change

to the amount when needed:

paying the total amount with the chosen paying instrument, wherein the chosen

paying instrument is selected from a group consisting of an electronic wallet

I
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already created in the mobile device, a traditional credit or debit card, and an

electronic transfer.

5. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 1 further comprising: causing

the mobile device to execute an installed module upon detecting the POS device in

a near field of the mobile device, wherein the installed module is executed to receive

the data from the medium carrying the electronic invoice and the settlement

information.

6. (Previously amended) The method as recited in claim 5, wherein the data further

includes security information about the merchant associated with the POS device,

the security information includes an account and bank information of the registered

merchant, an identifier of the secure element in the contactless card or the POS

device.

7. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 6, wherein said sending the

payment request from the mobile device to a payment gateway comprises:

transporting the payment request over a secured channel to the payment gateway,

wherein the payment gateway is configured to perform the monetary transaction

per the payment request by deducting an amountfrom an account ownedby the

user and generates an electronic notification for sending to the POS device.

8. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 7, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to modify the total amountin the electronic invoice when needed;

paying the total amount with an electronic paymentprovided by an installed

module in the mobile device, wherein the installed module in the mobile device is

configured to generate the payment requestincluding the data pertaining to the

electronic invoice to the payment gateway for processing.
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9. (Previously amended) The methodasrecited in claim 8, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and the payment gateway is conducted in a secured

channel established therebetween.

10. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 9, wherein the mobile device

includes a secure element providing security and confidentiality required to support

secure data communication between the mobile device and the payment gateway.

11.(Previously amended) The method as recited in claim 9, wherein said notifying the

userin the mobile device that then monetary transaction per the payment request

has been successfully completed with the POS device comprising: sending a

notification of successful payment to the merchant of the POS device

12. (Previously amended) A method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

generating an electronic invoice in a point of sale (POS) device;

transporting data to a medium, wherein the data includes the electronic invoice and

settlement information with a merchant associated with the POS device; by

causing the mobile device to capture the data from the medium, wherein the

mobile device executes an installed application therein to generate a payment

request in responseto the captured data, the payment request being sent to a

payment gatewayincludes a total amount combining an additional amount added

by a user of the mobile device and an amount expressed in the electronic invaice;

and

receiving a message in the POS device directly from the payment gatewaythat the

electronic invoice has been settled but for the total amount more than the amount

expressed in the electronic invoice, wherein the payment gatewayis configured to

send the message directly to the POS device when an amount equivalent to the

total amount is deducted from an account associated with the user of the mobile

devices.
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13.(Previously amended) The method as recited in claim 12, wherein the medium is

placed near the mobile device to allow the user to use the mobile device to capture

the data,

14. (Previously amended) The method as recited in claim 13, wherein the POS device

includes a secure element providing security and authentication to generate the

electronic invoice.

15.(Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 14, wherein the data includes

security information of the merchant associated with the POS device, the security

information includes an account and bankinformation, an identifier of the secure

element in the contactless card or the POS device.

16. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 15, wherein the message

received in the POS device shows how much has been received from the user of the

mobile device.

17.(Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 12, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and the payment gatewayis conducted in a secured

channel established between the mobile device and the payment gateway.

18.(Previously amended) A system for mobile payment, the system comprising:

a point of sale (POS) device provided to generate an electronic invoice upon

receiving an entry, wherein data including the electronic invoice and settlement

information is transferred to a medium, the mobile device is executing a module

configured to capture the data and display an amount expressed in the electronic

invoice; and wherein

the POS device receives an electronic notification directly from a payment gateway

that the electronic invoice has been settled for a total amount including an

additional amount and the amount expressed in the electronic invoice, the

additional amount is added by the used, after the user of the mobile devices
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verifies the electronic invoice displayed on the mobile device and authorizes a

payment to the electronic invoice, the mobile device is configured to generate a

payment request to be sent to the payment gateway to proceed with a payment

according to the payment request.

19.(Previously amended) The system as recited in claim 18, wherein the data from the

POSdevice includes an account and bank information of the merchant of the POS

device.

20. (Previously amended) The system as recited in claim 19, wherein the payment

gateway acts to deduct an amount equivalent to the total amount from an account

associated with the user of the mobile devices and generates the electronic

notification for the POS device,
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number:

Filing Date:

Title of Invention:

—ji—

14728349

02-Jun-2015

Method and apparatus far mobile payments

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Xiangzhen Xie

Filer: Joe Zheng

Attorney Docket Number:

Filed as Small Entity

 
RFID-085C1

 

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(a)
 

Description
Sub-Total in

Quantity Amount UsDIS)  
Basic Filing:

Pages:
 

Claims:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Petition:
 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

 
 

Extension-of-Time:
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Sub-Totalin
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Extension- 2 months with $0 paid 2252 1 300 300

Miscellaneous: 
Total in USD (S$) 300
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt 

EFS ID; 35145434 

Application Number: 14728349

Title of Invention: Method and apparatus for mobile payments

Filer; Joe Zheng 

Filer Authorized By:  

Attorney Docket Number: RFID-085C) 

Receipt Date: 14-FEB-2019

Filing Date: 02-JUN-2015

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 171 (a

 
 

Paymentinformation:

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows:

37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

37 CFR 1,21 (Mistellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document becumant Desatedon File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (ifappl.)

155885

Amendment/Req. Reconsideration-After
Non-Final Reject ResponseTo1stOARCE,padf MDE DeRUA e 7A NaTGSORTTA|

ps0

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SBO6) fee-info,pdf ABODAY 2 S427GOR Soestotil4s DAtellS6lal

 
 

Warnings: 

Information:  

Total Files Size (in bytes) 186154

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, andincluding page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown onthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
Ifa new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Applicant(s): Xiangzhen Xie et al
Title: Trusted Service Management Process
Serial No.: 14/728,349
Filing Date: 06/02/2015
Confirmation: 5346

Examiner: Ashford Hayles
Group Art Unit: 3687
Docket No.: RFID-085C1
 

February 13, 2019
Mail Stop: No-Fee Amendment
Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Responseto First OA (RCE)

DearSir:

In response to Office Action dated 09/17/2019, the Applicant respectfully

requests the Examinerto enter the following amendments:

AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMSare reflectedin thelisting of claims which

begins on page 2 of this Response.

REMARKS/ARGUMENTSbegin on page9 of this Response.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

Please amend Claims 1-6, 8, 12-15 and 18 as follows:

?. (Currently amended) A method for mobile payment, the method ees
eea mobile device to Papers data orenty. from assis 
 
and allows the mobile deviceto canlure the data therefrom, the data including an
electronic invoice and settlement information with a merchant associated with 2-the

POS device—-VBssaissae inaniesTha.daiatoting.ore

displaying the electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device to show an

amount to be paid by a user of the mobile device, wherein the mobile device is

configured to execute an installed application therein to capture the data from the

medium;

receiving an entry by the mobile device, the entry including an additional amount

from the user:

calculating a total amount by adding the additional amount to the amountin the

electronic invoice;

generating a payment request in the mobile device in response to the electronic

invoice after the user has chosen a paying instrument, wherein the payment

request includes the total amount and the settlement information;

displaying the electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device for the user to

verify the payment request along with the chosen paying instrument;

sending the payment request from the mobile device to a payment gateway, wherein

the payment gateway sends a messagedirectly to the POS device that a monetary

transaction per the payment request sent from the mobile device has been

successfully completed in the payment gateway with the POS device when an

amount equivalent to the total amount is deducted from an account associated with

the user-; and
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recording a confirmation in the mobile device that the monetary transaction per the

payment request has been successfully completed with respect to the electronic

invoice.

_ (Currently amended) The methodasrecited in claim 1, wherein said causing a

mobile device to capture data directly from a #edkes-tag physically presented  

. (Currently amended) The method asrecited in claim 2, wherein the POS device

MAGGSSSSSIGHea-provides security and authentication to generate the

electronic bill and transfer the data to the mecsustiag,

(Currently amended) The method asrecited in claim 1, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the userto verify the amountin the electronic invoice and make a change

to the amount when needed;and

paying the total amount with the chosen paying instrument, wherein the chosen

paying instrument is selected from a group consisting of an electronic wallet

already created in the mobile device, a traditional credit or debit card, and an

electronic transfer

. (Currently amended) The method asrecited in claim 1 further comprising: causing

the mobile device to execute an installed module upon detecting the POS device in

a near field of the mobile device, wherein the installed module is executed to receive

the data directly from the messasstagcarrying the electronic invoice and the

settlement information.

. (Currently amended) The method asrecited in claim 5, wherein the data further

includes security information about the merchant associated with the POS device,

the security information includes an account and bank information of the registered

-
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 merchant, an identifier of t:o.securs-clementthe.oaits

POS device.

ee-oarc-the tag or the

7. (Previously amended) The methodasrecited in claim 6, wherein said sending the

payment requestfrom the mobile device to a payment gateway comprises:

transporting the payment request over a secured channel to the payment gateway,

wherein the payment gateway is configured to perform the monetary transaction

per the payment request by deducting an amount from an account owned by the

user and generates an electronic notification for sending to the POS device.

8. (Currently amended) The method asrecited in claim 7, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to modify the teta:-amountin the electronic invoice when needed;

paying the total amount with an electronic payment provided by an installed

module in the mobile device, wherein the installed module in the mobile device is

configured to generate the payment requestincluding the data pertaining to the

electronic invoice ta the payment gateway for processing.

9. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 8, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and the payment gateway is conducted in a secured

channel established therebetween,

10. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 9, wherein the mobile device

includes a secure element providing security and confidentiality required to support

secure data communication between the mobile device and the payment gateway.

11.(Previously amended) The method as recited in claim 9, wherein said notifying the

userin the mobile device that then monetary transaction per the payment request

has been successfully completed with the POS device comprising: sending a

notification of successful payment to the merchant of the POS device.
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12. (Currently amended) A method for mobile payment, the method comprising

generating a set of data in 2 point of sale (POS) device, the data including an   

 
 
 

electronic invoice arid séttiement information with a merchant associaied with the

UEOSIAG

S-DSRSWSLS

ROGERSBy

oreserting the tac to ihe mobile device   

causing the mobile device to capture the data from the saskesiac, wherein the

mobile device executes an installed application therein to generate a payment

request in responseto the captured data, the payment request being sent to a

payment gatewayincludes a total amount combining an additional amount added

by a user of the mobile device and an amount expressedin the electronic invoice;

and

receiving a messagein the POS device directly from the payment gateway that the

electronic invoice has been settled but for the total amount more than the amount

expressed jn the electronic invoice, wherein the payment gateway is configured to

send the message directly to the POS device when an amount equivalent to the

total amount is deducted from an account associated with the user of the mobile

devices

13.(Currently amended) The method as recited in claim 12, wherein the sreisas-tacis

to capture the data.

14. (Currently amended) The method as recited in claim 13, wherein the POS deviceis
= eat A SPT icy ead

POViCed WIN ise I9SS-RSSNomansexingsecurity and authentication to
 

generate the electronic invoice.

15. (Currently amended) The methodasrecited in claim 14, wherein the data includes

security information of the merchant associated with the POS device, the security
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information includes an account and bank information, an identifier of #32-2geue

yor the POS device.GiSRastin-iho-casiastioss-qan-orihe ta 

16.(Previously amended) The method as recited in claim 15, wherein the message

received in the POS device shows how much has been received from the user of the

mobile device.

17. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 12, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and the payment gateway is conducted in a secured

channel established between the mobile device and the payment gateway.

18.(Currently amended) A system for mobile payment, the system comprising:

a point of sale (POS) device provided to generate 4 set of date including an  

electronic invoice upon receiving an entry, wherein thedata including the electronic

invoice and settlement information is transferred to a macsasttag, the mobile

device is executing a module configured to capture the data directiyfrommthetaq

invoice: and wherein

the POS device receives an electronic notification directly from a payment gateway

that the electronic invoice has been settled for a total amount including an

additional amount and the amount expressedin the electronic invoice, the

additional amount is added by the user, after the user of the mobile devices

verifies the electronic invoice displayed on the mobile device and authorizes a

paymentto the electronic invoice, the mobile device is configured to generate a

payment request to be sent to the payment gateway to proceed with a payment

according to the payment request.

19. (Previously amended) The system asrecited in claim 18, wherein the data from the

POS device includes an account and bankinformation of the merchant of the POS

device.
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20.(Previously amended) The system as recited in claim 19, wherein the payment

gateway acts to deduct an amount equivalent to the total amount from an account

associated with the user of the mobile devices and generates the electronic

notification for the POS device.
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REMARKS

Claims 1 - 20 were examined again. In the Office Action dated 09/17/2019,

Claims 1, 2, 4, 12 and 17-20 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103{a) as being

unpatentable over Sincai U.S. 2013/0339253 (hereinafter “Sincai”) in view of Mullen et

al. U.S. 2012/029472 (hereinafter “Mullen”) further in view of Shanket al. U.S.

2011/0066550 (hereinafter “Shank"), Claim 5 is rejected under pre-AlIA 35 U.S.C. 103{a)

as being unpatentable over Sincai in view of Mullen et in view of Shank furtherin view

of Dryeret al. US2012/0290376 (hereinafter “Dryer’), and Claims 3, 6-11, 14 and 15 are

rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Sincai in view of

Mullen in view of Shank in view of Dryer further in view of Florek et al.2011/0112968

(hereinafter “Florek”),

The Applicant appreciates the Examiner for providing detailed comments in the

Office Action. In the foregoing amendments, Claims 1-6, 8, 12-15 and 18 have been

amended. No new matters have been introduced. Reconsideration of pending claimsis

respectfully requested.

Interview Summary

The Applicant appreciates the Examiner for granting a telephonic interview that

took place on February 12, 2019. The participants included Mr. Ashford Hayles

(Examiner), Mr. Liangseng Koh (Co-inventor) and Joe Zheng (the undersigned

representative). The Applicant had the opportunity to present the distinctions between

Claims 1 and the cited references andlisten to how the Examiner viewed thecited

references and claims. Proposed amendments were also discussed. No agreement was

reached, the Examinerwill perform another search after a formal responseisfiled,

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

On Page 5 of this Office Action, Claims 1, 2, 4, 12 and 17-20 are rejected under

pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103{a) as being unpatentable over Sincai in view of Mullen furtherin

view of Shank.
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As amended, Claim 1 now recites:

causing a mobile device to capture data directly from a tag physically presented

thereto, wherein the tag receives the data directly from a POS device and allows

the mobile device to capture the data therefrom, the data including an electronic

invoice and settlement information with a merchant associated with the POS

device;

displaying the electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device to show an

amount to be paid by a user of the mobile device, wherein the mobile device is

configured to execute an installed application therein to capture the data from the

medium,

(emphasis added)

As shownin FIG. 1, the mobile device 110 is getting the data directly from a tag

(e.g., the contactless card 108), where the tag includes data generated and transferred

onto the tag by the POS 106.In contrast, Sincai teaches explicitly in Paragraph [0162]-

[0169] and in FIG, 5 that a POS generates the relevant payment data and sends the

data to the system server 504. A user scans a transaction code and downloads the data

from the system server 504 perthe transaction code. The subtle difference between

Claim 1 of the instant application and Sincai is the configuration. In Sincai, a 3™ entity

(i.e., a repository server) is required to cache the data while the instant application is a

one-to-one scheme without a server, Sincai teaches away from “causing a mobile

device to capture data directly from a tag physically presented thereto, wherein the lag

receives the data directly from a POS device and allows the mobile device to capture

the data therefrom, the data including an electronic invoice and settlement information

with a merchant associated with the POS device”. Accordingly, Claim 1 as amended

shall be allowable over Sjncai.

On Page 7, the Examinercites Mullen as Sincai fails to explicitly state:

generating a payment request in the mobile device in response to the electronic invoice

after the user has chosen a paying instrument and recording a confirmation in the

mobile device that a monetary transaction per the payment request has been

successfully completed with the respect to the electronic invoice. As shown in FIG. 14,
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Mullen explicitly requires the mobile device to generate the payment request based on

the total amount of the purchased items calculated in the mobile device, contradicting

“the data directly from a POS device and allows the mobile device to capture the data

therefrom’. The modification of Sincai with Mullen would not cure the deficiencies in

Sincai as reasoned above. Accordingly, Claim 1 as amended shall be allowable over

Sincai and Mullen.

On Page 8, Shankis cited to show generating a payment request in the mobile

device in responseto the electronic invoice. Shank explicitly teaches that the

transferring ofbill is initiated from the biller device to the payer device. Conversely in the

instant application, the biller device generatesa bill and writes it to a tag. Again the

modification of Sincai and Mullen with Shank would not cure the deficiencies in Sincai

as reasoned above. Accordingly, Claim 1 as amended shall be allowable over Sincai,

Mullen and Shank, viewed alone or in combination, Reconsideration of Claims 1-11 is

kindly requested.

Claim 12 has been amended similarly to Claim 1. Without repeating the same,

the Applicant wishes to rely upon the above arguments/reasons supporting Claim 1 to

support Claim 12 and submits the combination of Sincai, Mullen and Shankfails to

suggest "generating a set of data in a point of sale (POS) device, the data including an

electronic invoice and settlement information with a merchant associated with the POS

device” and “transporting the data directly to a tag". Accordingly, the Applicant submits

Claim 12 as amended shall be allowable over Sincai, Mullen and Shank, viewed alone

or in cambination. Reconsideration of Claims 12-17 is kindly requested.

Claim 18 has been also amendedsimilarly to Claim 1. Without repeating the

same, the Applicant wishes to rely upon the above arguments/reasons supporting Claim

| to support Claim 18 and submits neither one or the combination of Sincai, Mullen and

Shank suggests " wherein the data including the electronic invoice and settlement

information is transferred to a tag, the mobile device is executing a module configured

to capture the data directly from the tag physically presented thereto..." the Applicant

Ww
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submits Claim 18 as amended shall be also allowable over Sincai, Mullen and Shank,

viewed alone or in combination. Reconsideration of Claims 18-20 Is kindly requested.

The patentability of the independent claims has been argued specifically as set

forth above and thus Applicantwill not take this opportunity to argue further the merits of

the rejection with regard to each dependent claim. However, Applicant does not

concede that the dependentclaims are not independently patentable and reserves the

right to argue the patentability of the dependentclaims at a Jater date if necessary.

In view of the above amendments and remark, the Applicant believes that Claims

1-20 shall be in condition for allowance over the cited references. Early and favorable

action is being respectfully solicited.

If there are any issues remaining which the Examiner believes could be resolved

through either a Supplementary Response or an Examiner's Amendment, the Examiner

is respectfully requested to contact the undersigned at (408)777-8873,

| hereby certify that this correspondenceis

being deposited with the United States Postal Respectfully submitted;
Service asfirst class mail in an envelope
addressed to " Mail Stop: No-fee Amendment
Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, "
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450", Feb. 13, 2019. / Joe zheng /
e-filed, Joe Zheng

Reg.: No. 39,450
Name:__JoeZheng_ 
Sianaiure: / ioe zhena /
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE PRESORTED

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS FIRST-CLASS MAIL
P.O.BOX 1450 U.S. POSTAGE PAID

. POSTEDIGITALALEXANDRIA VA 22313-1451 NNNNN

LogicPatents, LLC
21701 Stevens Creek Boulevard, #284
CUPERTINO, CA 95015

Courtesy Reminderfor
Application Serial No: 14/728,349

Attorney Docket No: RFID-085C1
Customer Number: 26797

Date of Electronic Notification: 09/17/2018
 

This is a courtesy reminder that new correspondenceis available for this
application. If you have not done so already, please review the
correspondence. The official date of notification of the outgoing
correspondencewill be indicated on the form PTOL-90 accompanying the
correspondence.

An email notification regarding the correspondence wassentto the following
email address(es) associated with your customer number:

uspatents@sbcglobal.net

To view your correspondenceonline or update your email addresses, please
visit us anytime at https://sportal.uspto.gov/secure/myportal/privatepair.
lf you have any questions, please email the Electronic Business Center (EBC)
at EBC@uspto.govor call 1-866-217-9197.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United Stales Patent and Trademark Office
Addets: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

FO Box 1450
Mesundeia, Wireria 22315-14408WWW yp, gE 
 APPLICATION NO FILING DATE PIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO CONFIRMATION NO

14/728.349 06/02/2015 Miangzhen Xie RFID-O85C1 5346

26797 iaa0 7/2018 EXAMINER
LogicPatents, LLC
21701 Stevens Creek Boulevard. #284 HAYLES, ASHFORD $
CUPERTINO, CA 95015

 ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

5687

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

QO 7/2018 ELECTRONIC
 

Please find below and/vr attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time periodforreply, if any, is set in the attached communication,

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es);

uspatents @ sheglobal net

PTOL-0A (Rev, (4/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)
14/728, 349 Xie etal.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit] AIA Status
ASHFORD S HAYLES 3687 No

-- The MAILING DATE ofthis communication appears on the coversheet with the correspondence address —

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING
DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available underthe provisions of 37 GFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may areply be timely hed
afier SLX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of lhis communication,

- | NO period for reply is specified above, the maximumstatutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to became ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).
Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of (his commurcation, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1,704(b},

Status

1)@) Responsive to communication(s)filed on 8/7/2018.

(3 A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiledon__.
2a)(] This action is FINAL, 2b)¥)This action is non-final,

3)L) An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on
___} the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action,

4) Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordancewith the practice under Eyparte Quay/e, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 0.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims*

Claim(s) 1-20 is/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the above claim(s) ___ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

{.) Claim(s)__ is/are allowed.

Claim(s) 1-20 is/are rejected.
() Claim(s)____ is/are objected to.

[] Claim(s)__—s are Subject to restriction and/or election requirement
* lf any claims have been determined allowable, you may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program ata

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHteedback@uspto.gov.

Application Papers
10)_) The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11) The drawing(s) filled on See Continuation Sheetis/are: a){¥) accepted or b){_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request thal any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85/a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if Ihe drawing(s) is objected lo. See 37 CFR 1.121(d),

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119
12)L) Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).

Certified copies:

a)D All b)L) Some** _c)_) None ofthe:

1.2) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.1.) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.) Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

 

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) [_] Interview Summary (PTO-413)
Paper Nols)/Mail Date

2) (_] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08a and/or PTO/SB/08b) 7) Other:
Paper No(s}/Mail Date

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 11-13) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 2018091 4
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-326) Application No. 14/728,349

Continuation of Application Papers 11): 6/23/2015
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Application/Control Number; 14/728,349 Page 2
Art Unit: 3687

DETAILED ACTION

Amendmentreceived on August 7, 2018 has been acknowledged. Claims 1-3, 5, 7, 9, 12-14 and

17-18 have been amended and entered. Therefore, claims 1-20 are pending.

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set forth in 37 CFR

1.17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this application is eligible for continued

examination under 37 CFR 1.114, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) has been timely paid, the

finality of the previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to 37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's

submission filed on August 7, 2015 has been entered.
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Application/Control Number: 14/728,349 Page 3
Art Unit: 3687

Response to Arguments

Applicant's argumentsfiled August 7, 2018 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive.

Applicant argues:

“the mobile device in Mullen does not send an electronic invoice to the payment card but only
accepts information about the payment card. Mullen is also silent about the payment card "aenerating a

paymentrequest “for the payment gateway, as there is no need to da so in Mullen”

Examiner respectfully disagrees. Mullen clearly teaches that a link is sent to user’s mobile

device which has the user’s bill. Mullen teaches where the paymentcard datais transferred onto the

mobile device via tapping against the mobile device andit is the application within the mobile device

that generates a payment request that is sent to a payment gateway for processing. Therefore, Mullen

teaches a device that is capable of generating and transmitting a payment request to a payment server

or issuer as required by claims 1, 12 and 18.

Applicant’s arguments with respect to claim 2? and 13 have been considered but are moot

because the arguments do not apply to any of the references being used in the current rejection.

Regarding Claim 5, Dryeret al, teaches a system that can create a NFC connection between the devices

s0 as to communicate to each other, Mullen and Shank both provide the capability to perform mobile

transactions, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill within the art to include the NFC

functionality as taught by Dryer et al. to provide a system and method where authorization datais

shared between the mobile communication device and the electronic payment device without providing

electronic payment instrument data to a merchant.
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Applicant argues:

“the modification af Mullen, Shank and Dryer with Florek would not cure the deficiency in

Mullen as expressed above.”

Examiner respectfully disagrees. Florek is combined to teach the specific limitations regarding

the POS having a secure element installed and an identification of the secure element used in a payment

transaction whichis disclosed throughout Florek et al,
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102,if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the
prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

The text of those sections of Title 35, U.S. Code not included in this action can be found ina

prior Office action.

Claims1, 2, 4, 12 and 17-20 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Sincail U.S. 2013/0339253in view of Mullen et al. U.S. 2012/029472 further in view of Shank et

al. U.S. 2011/0066550.

As per Claim 1, Sincai discloses a method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

causing a mobile device to capture data directly from a medium (pg.6, 4] [0164] discusses The

customer uses the mobile device 501 incorporated camera to capture the transaction code),

the data including an electronic invoice and settlement information with a merchant associated

with a POS device (pg.6, 4] [0166] discusses the transaction codeidentifies the specific purchase and

contains information such as PoS |D and invoice number),

wherein the POS device is used to prepare the electronic invoice and transfer the data to the

mediurn (pg.6, 4] [0166] discusses the code is generated by the PoS and printed by the cashier printer

either on the bill, a dedicated note or on a screen);

displaying the electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device to show an amountto be paid

by a user of the mobile device (Figure 7C, depicts a mobile device displaying a bill from Giarffe which

includes an amountto be paid).
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wherein the mobile device is configured to execute an installed application therein to capture

the data from the medium (pg.5, §] [0143] discusses registration of mobile payment application, that

captures payment cade);

displaying the electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device for a user to verify the

payment request along with the chosen paying instrument(pg.6, 4] [0171] discusses the end user

receives the bill and change the payment means (which was suggested automatically by the system

servers 504) and approves/denies the payment, See Figure 7C, which includes Gold Visa payment

method);

receiving an entry by the mobile device the entry including an additional amount from the user

(pg.6, 4] [0171] discusses end user receives the bill he may select/deselect purchased items, decide to

pay just part of the sum, set additional attributes (such as tip amount, number of payments,split tab

etc.);

calculating a total amount by adding the additional amount to the amountin the electronic

invoice (pg.6, 4 [0171] discusses end user receives the bill he may select/deselect purchased items, set
 

additional attributes such as tip amount, and approves/denies the payment 4[0172] end user approves

transaction’).

Sincai teaches a user choosing a paying instrument (See Figure 7A, payment means,Figure 7E,

selectable payment means) and recording a confirmation that a monetary transaction per the payment

request has been successfully completed with the respect to the electronic invoice (pg.7, 4] [0176]

discussesif the user has sufficient funds it approves the payment, updates the amount of moneyin the

prepaid account, stores the payment record in the database, sends back an approval to the PoS 503 and

sends a notification to the user's device).

‘The Examineris construing the ability to approve, set an additional and approve a transaction as calculating a
total amount including the additional amount, becauseit is old and well known to include the additional amount
when approving a transaction.
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However, Sincai fails to explicitly state generating a payment request in the mobile device in

response to the electronic invoice after the user has chosen a paying instrument and

recording a confirmation in the mobile device that a monetary transaction per the payment

request has been successfully completed with the respect to the electronic invoice.

Mullen et al. teaches generating a payment requestin the mobile device in response to the

electronic invoice after the user has chosen a paying instrument (pg.9, 9] [0114] discusses Payment

information used to settle a transaction associated with the selected food purchase may becollected

and/or generated by the mobile device and forwarded onto a payment server and/or an associated

issuer for settlement) and

recording a confirmation in the mobile device that a monetary transaction per the payment

request has been successfully completed with the respect to the electronic invoice (pg.9, 4 [0116]

discusses a mobile device may complete a purchase transaction with an entity of a payment network

(e.g.,a payment server) and may further request that the paymentserver deliver a receipt to the mobile

device ina text message format. Accordingly, for example, in addition to providing payment information

to the payment server, a mobile device may also provide a text message address (e,g., an SMS text

message address) to the payment server. In so doing, for example, the mobile device may receive a

receipt of the completed purchase transaction from the payment server via a text message at the text

message address provided by the mobile device’).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Sincai to include the ability for the mobile device to

generate a payment message as taught by Mullen et al. to provide a mobile device to [may] provide

payment acceptance for purchases, payments and/or money transfers by accepting payment

 

* By receiving the receipt as a text message, multimedia message, email or purchase receipt by the mobile device
constitutes as storing a confirmation within the mobile device.
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information from a powered, or a non-powered, card using a contactless communication channel

formed between the card and the mobile device (Abstract).

Shank teaches generating a payment request in the mobile device in response to the electronic

invoice after the user has chosen a paying instrument (pg.5, 4] [0051] discusses ance thebill 83 has been

selected the payer selects an account for making the payment, §] [0052] discusses upon receiving the

acceptbill message, the billing device 12b may send "Pay To" information to the paying device 12a, as

shownin step 216. The Pay To information may include the device identifier of the billing device, the

location of the billing device, a bill number, the bill title, the payment amount, the bill details, and/or

one or more authorization codes),

wherein the payment request includes the total amount and the settlement information (pg.5, 9]

[0054] discusses the paying device 12a mayinclude only certain parameters of the Pay To information,

such as the device identifier of the billing device, the location of the billing device, the bill title, the

payment amount, and the authorization codes):

sending the payment request from the mobile device to a payment gateway(4 [0054] discusses

the paying device 12a may send a transaction to the gateway 14 at step 222, The transaction may

include the Pay To information and "Bill To” information describing the paying device 12a),

wherein the payment gateway, sends a message directly to the POS device that a monetary

transaction per the payment request sent from the mobile device has been successfully completed in

the payment gateway with the POS device when an amount equivalent to the total amount is deducted

from an account associated with the user (pg.6, §] [0061] discusses the gateway 14 may receive the

result of the transaction from the paying bank 16a. The result may indicate whether the transaction

succeeded, a transaction number, and/or an estimated date that the transferred funds will become

available to the biller, pg.6, §] [0062] discusses the gateway 14 may notify the paying device 16a of the

result at step 230 and maynatify the billing device 16b of the result at step 232, Sending the result to
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the billing device 16b from the gateway 14, rather than from the paying device 16a, may reducethe risk

of fraud).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Sincai and Mullen to include the ability to provide a

merchantwith notification regarding the completion of paymenttransaction as taught by Shanketal. to

provide a system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a transaction

and to determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an account managerto

withdraw the payment amount from the accountofthefirst device and to deposit it into the account of

the second device (Abstract).

As per Claim 2, Sincai discloses the method as recited in claim 1, wherein said causing a mobile

device to capture data directly from a medium includes placing the medium near the mobile device

(Figure 7B, depicts the mobile device using the incorporated camera to capture the transaction code).

As per Claim 4,Sincai discloses the method as recited in claim 1, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to verify the amountin the electronic invoice and make a change to the

amount when needed (Figure 7C depicts where the user can view/edit a bill from Giarffe).;

paying the total amount with the chosen paying instrument(pg.6, 4] (0171| discusses suggested

payment meansor the end user may change the payment means),

wherein the chosen paying instrument is selected from a group consisting of an electronic wallet

already created in the mobile device, a traditional credit or debit card, and an electronic transfer (Figure

7E depicts credit and debit cards pg. 6, §] [0178] discusses MoneyTransfer).

As per Claim 12,Sincai discloses a method for mobile payment, the method comprising:
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generating an electronic invoice jn a point of sale (POS) device (pg.6, 4] [0166] discusses the code

is generated by the PoS and printed by the cashier printer either on thebill, a dedicated note or ona

screen);

transporting data to a medium, wherein the data includes the electronic invoice and settlement 

information with a merchant associates with the POS device (pg.6, 4] [0166] discusses the transaction

code identifies the specific purchase and contains information such as PoS ID and invoice number),

by causing the mobile device to capture the data from the medium (Figure 7B, depicts mobile

device capturing data and Figure 7C depicts an electronic bill amount);

receiving a messagein the POSdevice directly from the payment gatewaythat the electronic

invoice has been settled but for the total amount more than the amount expressed in the electronic

invoice (pg.6, [0173] discusses the system servers 504 perform the authorization process 201 vis-a-vis

the acquiring bank and return it's response (approved/denied) to both the PoS 503, which sends back

the response to the cashier 502, and the end-user 501),

wherein the payment gatewayis configured to send the message directly to the POS device

when an amount equivalent to the total amount is deducted from an account with the user of the

mobile device (pg.6, 9] [0176] discusses If the user has sufficient funds it approves the payment, updates

the amount of money in the prepaid account, stores the payment record in the database, sends back an

approval to the PoS 503 and sendsa notification to the user's device),

Mullen et al, teaches wherein the mobile device executes an installed application therein to

generate a payment request in response to the captured data (pg.9, 9] [0114] discusses Payment

information used to settle a transaction associated with the selected food purchase may be collected

and/or generated by the mobile device and forwarded onto a paymentserver and/or an associated

issuer for settlernent),
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the payment request includes a total amount combining an additional amount addedby a user

of the mobile device and an amount expressedin the electronic invoice (pg.13, 4] [0154] discusses

Mobile device 2502 may interact with a merchant establishment(e.g., a restaurant) to gain entry into a

user's tab at the merchant's establishment(e.g., a food and alcohol bill generated by the restaurant) a

user may monitor each item onthebill, enter an additional amountinto the bill e.g., a tip and then pay

the bill all from the convenience of the user's mobile device 2502),

Therefore it would have been obvious to oneof ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerceat

the time of the invention to modify the system of Sincai to include the ability for the mobile device to

generate a payment message as taught by Mullen et al. to provide a mobile device to [may] provide

payment acceptance for purchases, payments and/or money transfers by accepting payment

information from a powered, or a non-powered, card using a contactless communication channel

formed between the card and the mobile device (Abstract).

Shank teaches wherein the data further includes settlement information with a merchant

associated with the POSdevice (pg.5, 9] [0051] discusses the billing device 12b may senda list of one or

more active bills 88 to the paying device, pg.4, {| [0047] discusses the details may provide an itemized

record describing the goods and/or services provided, the taxes charged, and any other suitable details.

Thebiller may then select an accountfor receiving the funds);

receiving a message in the POS device from the payment gatewaythat the electronic invoice has

been settled (pg.6, 7] [0061] discusses the gateway 14 may receive the result of the transaction from the

paying bank 16a. The result may indicate whether the transaction succeeded,a transaction number,

and/or an estimated date that the transferred funds will become available to the biller 9 [D062]

?The Examineris construing the food and alcohol as an amount expressed on the bill and the tip as the additional
amount.
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discusses the gateway 14 may notify the paying device 16a of the result at step 230 and maynotify the

billing device 16b of the result at step 232.).

the payment request being sent to a payment gatewayincludes a total amount expressed on

the electronic invoice (pg.5, 4] [0054] discusses the paying device 12a mayinclude only certain

parametersof the Pay To information, such as the device identifier of the billing device, the location of

the billing device, the bill title, the payment amount, and the authorization codes, §] [0054] discusses the

paying device 12a may send a transaction to the gateway 14 at step 222. The transaction may include

the Pay To information and "Bill To" information describing the paying device 12a),

wherein the payment gateway, is configured to send the message directly to the POS device

when an amount equivalent to the total amount is deducted from an account associated withthe user

of the mobile devices (pg.6, 4] [0062] Sending the result to the billing device 16b from the gateway 14,

rather than from the paying device 16a, may reduce therisk of fraud).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as taught by Shank et al. to provide a

system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a transaction and to

determine an accountfor each device, The gateway then instructs an account manager to withdraw the

payment amount from the accountofthe first device and to depositit into the account of the second

device (Abstract).

As per Claim 13, Sincai discloses the method as recited in claim 1, wherein the medium is placed

near the mobile device to allow the user to use the mobile device to capture the data (pg.6, 4] [0167]

discusses position a unique identification sticker in a visible and accessible place on the cashier counter.

In this case the transaction code identifies the specific PoS terminal and Figure 7b depicts mobile device

capturing electronicbill),
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As per Claim 16, Sincai discloses the method of the claimed invention, However,Sincal is silent

regarding wherein the message received in the POS device shows how much has been received from the

user of the mobile device.

Shank teaches wherein the message received in the POS device shows how muchhas been

received from the user of the mobile device (pz.6, 4] [0062] discusses the result may be communicated

to the user via email, text message, or any suitable type of notification. An example of a result 94

received by the billing device 12bis illustrated in FIG. 4F).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as taught by Shanket al, to provide a

system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a transaction and to

determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an account manager to withdraw the

payment amount from the accountofthefirst device and to deposit it into the account of the second

device (Abstract).

As per Claim 17, Sincai discloses the method as recited in claim 12, However, Sincaiis silent

regarding wherein data exchange between the mobile device and the payment gateway is conducted in

a secured channel established between the mobile device and the payment gateway.

Shanket al. teaches wherein data exchange between the mobile device and the payment

gateway is conducted in a secured channel established between the mobile device and the payment

gateway (pg.5, {] [0053] discusses each device 12 may open a connection with the gateway 14. The

connections may be opened according to any suitable network communications protocol. The

connections may be secured by any suitable security protocol, such as Secure Socket Layer (SSL)).

Therefore it would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a secure
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connection between mobile devices and a payment gateway to complete a payment transaction as

taught by Shank et al. to provide a system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to

authorize a transaction and to determine an account for each device. The gateway then instructs an

account manager to withdraw the payment amountfrom the accountofthefirst device and to deposit

it into the account of the second device (Abstract).

As per Claim 18, Sincai discloses a system for mobile payment, the system comprising:

a point of sale (POS) device provided to generate an electronic invoice upon receiving an entry

(pg.6, 9] [0166] discusses the code is generated by the PoS and printed by the cashierprinter either on

the bill, a dedicated note or on a screen),

wherein data including the electronic invoice and settlement informationis transferred to a

medium (pg.6, §] [0166] discusses the transaction codeidentifies the specific purchase and contains

information such as PoS ID and invoice number),

the mobile device is executing a module configured to capture the data and display an amount

expressed in the electronic invoice (Figure 7B, depicts mobile device capturing data and Figure 7C

depicts an electronic bill amount);

the POS device receives an electronic notification directly from a payment gateway that the

electronic invoice has been settled for a total amount including an additional amount and the amount

expressed in the electronic invoice (pg.6, 4] [0171] discusses receives thebill he may select/deselect

purchaseditems, decide to pay just part of the sum, set additional attributes (such as tip amount,

number of payments,split tab etc.) and change the payment means (which was suggested automatically

by the system servers 504) and approves/denies the payment, the data is sent back to the system

servers 504 and 4] [173] discusses the system servers 504 perform the authorization process 201 vis-a-

vis the acquiring bank and return it's response (approved/denied) to both the PoS 503, which sends back

the response to the cashier 502, and the end-user 501),
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after the user of the mobile devices verifies the electronic invoice displayed on the mobile

device and authorizes a paymentto the electronic invoice (pg.6, §j [0171] discusses receives the bill he

may select/deselect purchased items and approves/denies the payment, the data is sent back to the

system servers 504 and 4] [173] discussesif the end user approved[s] the transaction)

Sincai discloses the claimed invention, where a user has multiple payment meansto select from

(Figure 7E), However, Sincai fails to explicitly disclose the mobile device is configured to generate a

payment request to be sent to the payment gateway to proceed with a paymentaccording to the

Payment request.

Mullen et al. teaches the mobile device is configured to generate a payment request to be sent

to the payment gateway to proceed with a payment according to the payment request (pg.9, 9 [0114]

discusses Payment information used to settle a transaction associated with the selected food purchase

may be collected and/or generated by the mobile device and forwarded onto a payment server and/or

an associated issuer for settlement and pg.13, 9] [0154] discusses Mobile device 2502 may interact with

a merchant establishment(e.g., a restaurant) to gain entry into a user's tab at the merchant's

establishment(e.g., a food and alcoholbill generated by the restaurant) a user may monitor each item

on thebill, enter an additional amountinto the bill e.g., a tip and then pay thebill all from the

convenience of the user's mobile device 2502°).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerceat

the time of the invention to modify the system of Sincai to include the ability for the mobile device to

generate a payment message as taught by Mullen et al. to provide a mobile device to [may] provide

payment acceptance for purchases, payments and/or money transfers by accepting payment

4 The Examineris construing the food and alcohol as an amount expressed on thebill and the tip as the additional
amount,
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information from a powered, or a non-powered, card using a contactless communication channel

formed between the card and the mobile device (Abstract).

Shank teachesa point of sale (POS) device provided to generate an electronic invoice upan

receiving an entry (pg.4, §] [0047] discusses the userof thebilling device (i.e., the biller) may createabill

at step 204. For example, the biller may access a billing menu 84 of the application as shown in FIG. 4B.

Thebilling menu 84 mayallow the biller to create a new bill by pressing an add bill button);

wherein data including the electronic invoice is sent to. a mobile device when the POS deviceis

presented near the mobile device (pg.4, 9] [0048] discusses the billing device may broadcast a device

identifier. In some embodiments, the device identifier may be broadcast locally over a short-range

wireless communication protocol, such as a BLUETOOTHprotocol, §] [0050] discusses Upon receiving the

accept message containing the connection instructions and its own device identifier, the billing device

12b may establish a dedicated peer-to-peer connection with the paying device 12a at step 210. The

dedicated connection may be established according to the short-range wireless communication protocol

being used §] [0051] discusses thebilling device may send a list of one or more active bills to the paying

device),

the mobile device is executing a module configured to read the data and display an amount

expresséd in the electronic invoice (pg.3, 9] [0035] discusses Peer-to-Peer Payment application, See

Figures 5A-5B);

the POS device receives an electronic notification from a payment gateway that the electronic

invoice has been settled for a total amount(pg.6, 4] [0062] discusses the gateway 14 maynotify the

paying device 16a of the result at step 230 and maynotify the billing device 16b of the result at step

232).

Therefore it would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant
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with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as taught by Shank et al, to provide a

system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a transaction and to

determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an account manager to withdraw the

payment amount from the accountofthe first device and to deposit it into the account of the second

device (Abstract).

As per Claim 19, Sincai discloses the claimed invention. However, Sincaiis silent regarding

wherein the data from the POS device includes an account and bank information of the merchantof the

POS device.

Shank teaches wherein the data from the POS device includes an account and bank information

of the merchant of the POS device (pg.5, 9] [0052] discusses The Pay To information mayinclude the

device identifier of the billing device, the location of the billing device, a bill number, the bill title, the

payment amount, thebill details, and/or one or more authorization codes. In some embodiments, the

authorization codes mayinclude a biller authorization code representing a user name ofthe biller anda

biller account code representing the account to which the funds are to be transferred)

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide merchant

account and bank information for completion of payment transaction as taught by Shanket al. to

provide a system and method where a gatewayuses an authorization code to authorize a transaction

and to determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an account manager to

withdraw the payment amount from the accountofthe first device and to depasitit into the account of

the second device (Abstract).

As per Claim 20, Sincai discloses the claimed invention. However, Sincaiis silent regarding

wherein the payment gateway acts to deduct an amountequivalent to the total amountfrom an
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account associated with the user of the mobile devices and generates the electronic notification for the

POSdevice.

Shank teaches the payment gateway acts to deduct an amount equivalent to the total amount

from an account associated with the user of the mobile devices (pg.5, 9] [0058] discusses the gateway 14

may instruct the payer's account manager 16a (e.g., the paying bank) to withdraw the payment amount

from the paying account and to deposit the payment amountinto thebilling account_and generates the

electronic notification for the POS device (pg.6, {| [0062] discusses the gateway 14 maynotify the paying

device 16a of the result at step 230 and may notify the billing device 16b of the result at step 232.

Sending the result to the billing device 16b from the gateway).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a payment

gateway to deduct payment from a customer account to a merchant account as taught by Shank etal. to

provide a system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a transaction

and to determine an account for each device. The gateway then instructs an account managerto

withdraw the payment amount from the accountof thefirst device and to deposit it into the account of

the second device (Abstract).
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Claim 5 is rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Sincai U.S.

2013/0339253 in view of Mullen et al. U.S. 2012/029472 in view of Shank US 2011/0066550further in

view of Dryer et al. US2012/0290376.

As per Claim 5, Sincai discloses wherein the installed module executed to receive the data from

the medium carrying the electronic invoice and the settlement information (pg.6, | [0164] discusses the

customer uses the mabile device 501 incorporated camera to capture the transaction code, §] [0166]

discusses the transaction code identifies the specific purchase and contains information such as PoS ID

and invoice number).

Shank discloses the billing device may broadcast a device identifier. ln some embodiments, the

device identifier may be broadcast locally over a short-range wireless communication protocol, such as a

BLUETOOTHprotocol.

However, Sincai and Shank are silent regarding a causing the mobile device to execute an

installed module upon detecting the POS device in a near field of the mobile device.

Dryer et al. teaches a causing the mobile device to execute an installed module upon detecting

the POSdevice in a nearfield of the mobile device (pg.6, 4] [0047] discusses the consumer's mobile

communication device 110 and the merchant's electronic payment device 120 brought into contact or in

proximity with each other to establish a temporary connection, e.g., a NFC connection 160, between

the devices so they can communicate with each other).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Sincai and Shanketal. to include the ability to receive

transaction data from a merchantin order to process a mobile payment as taught by Dryeretal, to

provide a system and method where authorization data is shared between the mobile communication

device and the electronic paymentdevice without providing electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit

card) data to the merchant (Abstract),
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Claims 3, 6-11, 14 and 15 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Sincai U.S. 2013/0339253in view of Mullen et al. U.S. 2012/029472 in view of Shank et al.

US2011/0066550in view of Dryer et al. US2012/0290376furtherin view ofFloreketal,

2011/0112968.

As per Claims 3 and 14, Sincai teaches a programminginterface (API) adapted to handle all

communication with the PoS, handle authentication and validation services of the system? (pz.8, 4]

{0226]).

Shank teaches wherethebilling device 12b may establish a dedicated peer-to-peer connection

with the paying device 12a at step 210. The dedicated connection may be established according to the

short-range wireless communication protocol being used (pg.5, ] [0050}),

However, Sincai and Shankare silent regarding wherein the POSdevice includes a

secure element that provides security.

Florek et al. teaches wherein the POS device includes a secure element that provides security

(pg.10, 4] [0089] discusses In its hardware on the SAM card 42 the Sales Device

28 encompasses a Secure Element6 into which the POS paymentterminal 27 identification and also the

Master Key for the encryption of the communicated data is loaded).

Therefore it would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Sincai, Mullen, Shank and Dryer et al., to include the

ability to provide a merchant sales device with a secure element ta conduct mobile transactions as

taught by Florek et al. to provide a methadof direct debit payment using a contactless transmissionlink

and describes a configuration, in which a temporary payment terminal, with simplified structure thatis

intended aboveall for small business premises, can be created using a mobile communication device.

 

? Examiner is construing the ability for the API to handle authentication and validation of the system to include the
ability for the POS to authenticate and generate the electronic bill.
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The solution refers to increase in security and comfort in paying over the mobile communication device

with removable memory card for example in the form of a micro SD card (pg.1, 4] [0001)).

As per Claims 6 and 15,Sincai discloses the claimed invention. However, Sincaiis silent

regarding wherein the data further includes security information about the merchant associated with
 

the POS device, the security information includes an account and bank information of the registered

merchant, an identifier of the secure elementin the contactless card or the POS device.

Dryer et al. teaches wherein the data further includes security information about the merchant
 

associated with the POS device, the security information includes an account and bank information of

the registered merchant, an identifier of the secure elementin the contactless card or the POS device

(pg.5, 4 [0046] discusses includes or is encoded with transaction data 122 such as merchant

identification (MerchantID) types of electronic payment accepted by the merchant(e.g. VISA,

MASTERCARD,etc.).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide merchant

identification and payment type information as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a system and method

where authorization data is shared between the mobile communication device and the electronic

payment device without providing electronic paymentinstrument(e.g. credit card) data to the

merchant (Abstract).

However, Sincai and Dryeret al. are silent regarding an identifier of the secure element in the

contactless card or the POS device.

Florek et al. teaches an identifier of the secure elementin the contactless card or the POS device

(pg.10, 4] [0089] discussesin its hardware on the SAM card 42 the Sales Device 28 encompasses a Secure

Element 6 into which the POS payment terminal 27 identification and also the Master Key for the

encryption of the communicated datais loaded),
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Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen and Dryeret al., to include the ability to

provide information identifying a merchant sales device with a secure element within a mobile

transactions as taught by Florek et al. to provide a methadof direct debit payment using a contactless

transmission link and describes a configuration, in which a temporary payment terminal, with simplified

structure that is intended aboveall for small business premises, can be created using a mobile

communication device. The solution refers to increase in security and comfort in paying over the mobile

communication device with removable memory card for example in the form of a micro SD card (pg.1, 4]

(0001]).

As per Claim 7, Sincai discloses the claimed invention. However, Sincaiis silent regarding

wherein said sending the payment request from the mobile device to a payment gateway

comprises

transporting the payment request to the payment gateway, wherein the payment gateway is

configured to perform the monetary transaction per the payment request by deducting an amount from

an account ownedby the user

Mullen et al. teaches wherein said sending the payment request from the mobile device taa

payment gateway comprises:

transporting the payment request ta the payment gateway (pg.13, 4] [0149] discusses mobile

device 2302 may customize a payment message to remote application 2308 that includes only the

filtered subset of data that is needed by remote application 2308 to complete the purchase transaction),

wherein the payment gateway is configured to perform the monetary transaction per the

payment request by deducting an amount from an account ownedbythe user (pg.11, 4] [0137] discusses

enable a funds transfer from a source account(e.g., an account associated with a paymentcard thatis
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tapped against a display of a mobile device) to a target account(e.g., a car loan account), Portion 2002

may, for example,list account details that may be associated with a target account (e.g., an account

number associated with a car loan, the payoff amount, and the amount due), Portion 2002 may,for

example, include details that may be associated with a target account that a mobile device has collected

from a networkentity (e.g., a bank) via a network connection between the mobile device and the

network entity),

Therefore it would have been obvious to oneof ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Sincai to include the ability for the mobile device to

penerate a payment message as taught by Mullen et al. to provide a mobile device to [may] provide

payment acceptance for purchases, payments and/or money transfers by accepting payment

information from a powered, or a non-powered,card using a contactless communication channel

formed between the card and the mobile device (Abstract).

However, Sincai and Mullen et al. fails to explicitly state a secure channel andis silent regarding

generating an electronic notification for sending to the POS device.

Shank et al, teaches a secure channel(pg,5, 9] [0053] discusses each device 12 may opena

connection with the gateway 14. The connections may be opened according to any suitable network

communications protocol. The connections may be secured by any suitable security protocol, such as

Secure Socket Layer (SSL)).

Shank further teaches generating an electronic notification for sending to the POS device (pg.6,

4] [0062] discusses the gateway 14 maynotify the paying device 16a of the result at step 230 and may

notify the billing device 16b of the result at step 232. Sending the result to the billing device 16b from

the gateway 14, rather than from the paying device, may reduce the risk of fraud),

Therefore it would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a security
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protocol and provide a merchant with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as

taught by Shank et al. to provide a system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to

authorize a transaction and to determine an account for each device. The gateway theninstructs an

account manager to withdraw the payment amountfrom the accountofthe first device and to deposit

it into the account of the second device (Abstract).

As per Claim 8,Sincai discloses the methodasrecited in claim 7, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to modify the total amountin the electronic invoice when needed (pg.6, 4]

(0171) discusses the end user receives the bill he may select/deselect purchased items, decide to pay

just part of the sum, set additional attributes (such as tip amount, number of payments,split tab etc.)

and change the payment means (which was suggested automatically by the system servers 504) and

approves/denies the payment");

paying the total amount with an electronic payment provided by an installed module in the

mobile device (pg.6, 4] [0171] end user may approve transaction).

However, Sincaifails to explicitly state paying the total amount with an electronic payment

provided by an installed module in the mobile device, wherein the installed module in the mobile device

is configured to generate the payment request including the data pertaining to the electronic invoice to

the payment gateway for processing.

Mullen et al, teaches paying the total amount with an electronic payment provided by an

installed module in the mobile device (pg.9, 4] [0114] discusses Payment information used to settle a

transaction associated with the selected food purchase may be collected and/or generated by the

mobile device and forwarded onto a payment server and/or an associated issuer for settlement),

® Examineris construing the ability to enter an additional attributes, such as tip, as modifying the total.
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wherein the installed module in the mobile device is configured to generate the payment

request. including the data pertaining to the electronic invoice to the payment gatewayfor processing

(pg.3, 9] [0114] discusses Payment information used to settle a transaction associated with the selected

food purchase maybecollected and/or generated by the mobile device and forwarded onto a payment

server and/or an associated issuer for settlement).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Sincai to include the ability for the mobile device to

penerate a payment message as taught by Mullen et al. to provide a mobile device to [may] provide

paymentacceptance for purchases, payments and/or moneytransfers by accepting payment

information from a powered, or a non-powered, card using a contactless communication channel

formed between the card and the mobile device (Abstract).

As per Claim 9, Sincai discloses the methodof the claimed invention. However, Sincai is silent

regarding wherein data exchange between the mobile device and the payment gateway.

Mullen teaches wherein data exchange between the mobile device and the payment gateway

(pg,10, 4] [0128] discusses a mobile device may communicate payment information to a payment server

to complete a purchase transaction).

Therefore it would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the systemof Sincai to include the ability for the mobile device to

generate a payment message as taught by Mullen et al. to provide a mobile device to [may] provide

payment acceptance for purchases, payments and/or moneytransfers by accepting payment

information from a powered,or a non-powered,card using a contactless communication channel

formed between the card and the mobile device (Abstract).

Sincai and Mullen discloses the claimed invention howeverfails to explicitly state a secure

channel.
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Shank et al. teaches a secure channel (pg.5, 9] [0053] discusses each device 12 may opena

connection with the gateway 14. The connections may be opened according to any suitable network

communications protocol. The connections may be secured by any suitable security protocol, such as

Secure Socket Layer (SSL)).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a secure

connection between mobile devices and a payment gateway to complete a paymenttransaction as

taught by Shanket al. to provide a system and method where a gateway uses an authorization cade to

authorize a transaction and to determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an

account managerto withdraw the payment amount from the accountofthe first device and to deposit

it into the account of the second device (Abstract).

As per Claim 10, Sincai and Dryeret al. discloses the method of the claimed invention.

However, Sincai and Dryeret al. are silent regarding wherein the mobile device includes a secure

element providing security and confidentiality required to support secure data communication between

the mobile device and the payment gateway,

Florek et al. teaches wherein the mobile device includes a secure element that provides security

and confidentiality required to support secure data communication between the mobile device and the

payment gateway(Figure 6, depicts Micros 18 for insertion into customer mobile phone having Secure

Element 31).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen and Dryeret al., to include the ability to

provide a customer mobile phone with a secure element to conduct mobile transactions as taught by

Florek et al. to provide a methad ofdirect debit payment using a contactless transmission link and

describes a configuration, in which a temporary paymentterminal, with simplified structure that is
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intended aboveall for small business premises, can be created using a mobile communication device,

The solution refers to increase in security and comfort in paying over the mobile communication device

with removable memorycard for example in the form of a micro SD card (pg,1, §] [0001)).

As per Claim 11, Sincai discloses the method of the claimed invention, wherein said notifying

the user in the mobile device that a monetary transaction per the payment request has been

successfully completed with the POS device comprising: sending a notification of successful payment to

the merchantof the POS device (pg.6, {| [0173] discusses the system servers 504 perform the

authorization process 201 vis-a-vis the acquiring bank and return it's response (approved/denied) to

both the PoS 503, which sends back the response to the cashier 502, and the end-user 501).
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Conclusion

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure,

Wentkeret al. U.S. Patent Application Publication 2008/0167017 discusses a mobile payment

management.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to ASHFORD S HAYLES whose telephone numberis (571)270-5106. The examiner can

normally be reached on M-F GAM-4PM with Flex.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone,in-person, and video conferencing using a

USPTO supplied Web-based collaboration toal, To schedule an interview, applicant is encouraged to use

the USPTO Automated Interview Request (AIR) at http://www.uspto.gav/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s supervisor,

Fahd Obeid can be reached on 5712703324. The fax phone numberfor the organization wherethis

application or proceedingis assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application

Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer

Service Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR

CANADA)or 571-272-1000,
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/ASHFORDS HAYLES/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3687
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DERWENT:|

SeleeRIoceeeaeeeeeegeecea
a(nfc) and (POS near emulat$4)

‘proximity near smartcard near
payment

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

 
  

 
 

 

120190124351" 

  
i[(portable oror mobile or slim or wireless) |]US-PGPUB; OR i 2014/04/29!
near (POS or "transaction terminal") |USPAT; i i Jos: 14

Hand (nfc or emv or smartcard) near USOCR; | i :
(reader) FPRS; i i

EPO; JPO; | j i
i DERWENT; ; i : i

ee Hata talhece states

 
reader)

 (portable or mobile or slim or wireless)
near (nfc or emvy or smartcard or

‘cantactless) near (POS or “transaction
terminal” or reader)

 u

201 4/04/29)
07: 22 iI(portable or mobile or slim or wireless) |

tinear (rfid) near (POS or "transaction
terminal")

(rfid) near (POS or “transaction
terminal")
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S51 1/598 (portable or mobile or slim or wireless) |lUS-PGPUB;HOR JON 2014/04/29!
: : near (nfc or emv or smartcard or USPAT; t : 09:19 i
: jcontactless) and (mobile or wireless or YUSOCR; | :

‘icellular) near (payment or transaction) |IFPRS; }
NEPO; JPO; }

' i t JDERWENT; ' i
i i 4IBM_TDB | : :

} i f

 
 ‘(portable or mobile or slim or wireless) |

near (nfc or emv or smartcard or ;
contactless) near (device or terminal)
‘jand (digital or electronic) near(bill or
yinvoice or check)

 
 

  
    :
  

 
 

  

 
 

(portable or mobile or Wireless) near
(contactless) near (transaction or

g

dpayment) near (device or terminal) 
  (Ist and (perenneORTSDILDorT PEET-peer)

near (transaction or payment)
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 fn.[

 
  
 

(portable or mobile or slim or wireless) ;
‘near (nfc or emv or smartcard or
“contactless) near (device or terminal or i
ascanner) i

 
  
 

  
 

 
 S61 and (send$4 oorr transmit$4) near

H(bill or invoice)

 
 

 
 (mobile or cellular near phone) and

u(smartcard)near (paymentor
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JON[2014/04/29
4(smartcard)near (payment or i :
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)

 
  

onthe feastgsc a lara
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i

:

 

  

 

S69 : 397

 

 

E
;:

 
 

'f"'20130132219" i

$68 and (nfc or emv or smartcard or lUS-PGPUB;{OR
contactless) i

{on
HUSPAT; :

2014/04/29!
11:32

|USOCR;
FPRS;
NEPO; JPO; } i
‘DERWENT; |
iBM_TOB | a

TSM with (transaction or payment) 
 
 
  

 
 

ie1

Lo}We |

4874 and “secure element"

  
{S73 and (nfo or emv or smartcard or 'lUs-PGPUB; [OR
Ichipcard) :USPAT;

jUSOCR; | i i
AFPRS; i
EPO; JPO; i i
DERWENT;| i
PIBM_TOB

1201 4/05/02;
]09:32
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SS brsbeyeabbre eerehyot
‘fprovision$4 near (POS0orr merchant or
vendor)

 

  
 

(TSM or “trusted service") and
(transaction or payment) near sett$4

if * ; -
S80 and (TSM or “trusted service") and |

'\(transaction or payment) :

‘Itransaction)

'ise5 and Ssaote ‘element

  
 

 
[DERWENT|

   
3 ( 4
or confirm$4) near (purchase or
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(TSM or "trusted service") and
(purchase or transaction) near
(process$4 or settl$4)  

 

  
 
 
  

 

[S87 and (smartcard or chipcard or nfc)‘lus. PGPUB;:‘TOR
: :NUSPAT;

jUSOCR;

JFPRS; i
EPO; JPO; ;

|DERWENT;|  
 
 
 

JUS-PGPUB:}OR
}USPAT; | i
HUSOCR; i
‘FPRS; i i
EPO; JPO; | {
DERWENT; | :

88‘and(eecure near element)

 

fS89 and (electronic near (purse or
Wwallet)) i

S89 and(SAM)

| i ; : '

[(electronic near (purse or wallet)) and | :
(payment or transaction) near (settl$4 |

or process$4)

 4(mobile near nfc near (payment or
itransaction))

 
Iso8 ' pases or chipcard ) and (mobile GeB; ic a LST
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‘near (payment or transaction) lUSPAT;  [ 15:04
USOCR;
|FPRS; :
EPO; JPO; :
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isos and (provisioning or personal$4) : US-PGPUB; iOR JON 2014/08/11.
JUSPAT; 15:24
jUSOCR; | i
‘IFPRS; i :
EPO; JPO; } i
DERWENT; | i i
4IBM_TDB 3
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i 22:14 i

t 
Si02;[8 1S101 and (mobile near (transactionoorrs US-PGPUB;}
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i HUSOCR;

 

JFPRS;
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|DERWENT;:

!
'

(nf with mobilennear (invoic$4 cor US-PGPUB;} JON 2014/05) 13)
bill$4)) JUSPAT, i : (ea: 49
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{S103 |[25

| iIFPRS; i
| JEPO; JPO;DERWENT;
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(billing or invoic$4))

(secure near element) and ((billing or |
invoic$4)) :

peas aiteeaAUsBanAMibalaulcinrigidceceettccasascihicunandisinneinandigiiuiviarcchiteast fs105and(mobile near (paymentor ~2014/05/13)transaction)) 22:53 } 
 
 12014/05/14:

23:07
 (smartcard or chipeard ) and ((storing

or saving) near (bill or invoice)) 

 
  
 

 
(FEI
 (nfc near (transaction or payment)) and!
((storing or saving) near(bill ar i
invoice) }

 
   
   (nnfo near (transactionotor payment)) and |TUS PGPUB: [OR : 'Boiaiog/i4

4( (bill or invoice)) HUSPAT; | i 23:08
JUSOCR; |

i HFPRS; | :
i EPO; JPO; : i
i DERWENT; } i

LsicaneaneecarenTMpelaLncaseasoacd seeriei(secure adj element) and ((storing or
saving) near (bill or invoice))

posetenhancerheer

(secure adj element) and ((transmit$4
Hor receiv$4) near (bill or invoice))

S111 and (nfe near (transaction or

ypayment)) and ( (bill or invoice))
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8 8

 
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 

St1 1 ‘and infornear (transaction or
payment))

eeeee

 

d(nfc near (transaction or payment)) and:
( (bill or invoice) near (payment or i

Htransaction))

- secaeeiomammams ee OSORIEL iiagcapeucmnatcond beansium dss!

 (smartcard or chipcard or emv) and (
(bill or invaice) near (payment or

transaction))

[2014/05/14
23:12 

 (smartcard or chipcard or emv) with(
4(bill or invoice) near (payment or
transaction))

 
 

 
  
 

 
2014/05/15
14:36

)SES
ist2t415 : “security authentication module" and

; (electronic or virtual) near (purse or
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| : |wallet) lUsocR; | i
: WFPRS; | i

| HEPO; JPO; }
i ‘IDERWENT;:

HIBM_TDB ;dllsaceacerpeaenseaaenian.(ONLLOBeaae

il"security authentication module" and '|US-PGPUB; OR
(mobile near (purchase or payment or

‘transactian))

   

  

 
 

(personal) near (secure adj element) i : 
 

 
  

  
  
 

  
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

JUS-PGPUB;|
HUSPAT; i
JUSOCR; |

: FPRS; : i i
EPO; JPO; | i i

: DERWENT: : i : i
Op Seay pey aterhe cg eet, MOOe Macon Sreeareecl
T(identit$4 or match$4 or locat$4) near :
issuer) same ((match$4 or compar$4) |
“near (device or element) near (1D or
identif$4))

 

 
 

 \((identif$4 or match$4or locat$4) near :
issuer) same ((match$4 or compar$4)
Inear (secure adj element) near (1D or
lidentif$4))

 
 u‘2014/10/03
418

(mobile-mobile) near (payment or
‘itransaction) 
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(mobile adj mobile) near (payment ar
‘itransaction)f

 
 
 

transfer$4)

velement))

4(smarteard or chipeard ) and (fund adj

Isi32‘and‘(personal$4nnearar(secuteadi

TUS-PGPUB;OR
USPAT;

|USOCR;
IFPRS;
NEPO; JPO; }
DERWENT; |
IBM_TDB

JON ]2014/10/03)
tas 40

 
  
 

 
"20010027441"
"20020004783"
"20020068554"
"20030023954"
"20030140176"
"20040030601"
"20040128259"

"20050001711"
"20050091659"

#"20050149926"

"20050184164"
120050188360"

  widnenbhnnrbinintinrnidrentérenébininbinrmbdrenthrrntadernescecceccerceeteeeeetPratrrnttereetsenntirenettreresnrnnatrents,Sadpeneernecancrecenerteoe
 

(Fund adj transfer) and (personal$6
near (secure adj element))

("20010011250" | "20010021927" |
"20010039657" |
"20020042776" |
"20020194138" |
"20030074579" |
"20040029569"|
"20040123152" |
"20040140351" |
"20050071418"|
"20050102679" |
"20050184163" |
"20050184165" |
"20050193218"|

 

AFPRS;
EPO; JPO; |

DERWENT;|
#/BM_TDB

oogle

  

yber Corp.

S132and(personal$6near (secure adj | US-PGPUB: [OR , [2014/10/09)
element)) JUSPAT; ts55

USOCR;
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t £

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

120050222961"
\"20060041507"

"20060165060"
("20070067325"
4"20070135164"
"20070226786"

'1"20080073426"

'/'20080162834""20080208681"

#"20080270253"
"2009023951 2"

420090307142"
"20100012732"

"20100050271"
/"20100063893"

4°20100114731"
"20100138518"

"20100205432"
"20100211507"

420100291896"

/"20100306076"
"20100306531"

}"20100330958"
"20110029671"
"20110078081"
"20110113473"

#"20120009873"

 
"20060036570"
"20060126831"
"20060219774"
"20070090195"
"20070169043"
"20080056501"
"200807130302"
"20080167988"
"20080208762"
"20090158028"
"20090261172"
"20090312011"
"20100042824"
"20100058463"
"20100088237"
"20100131413"
"20100203870"
"20100207742"
"20100250956"
"20100291904"
"20100306107"
"20100323681"
"20110016275"
"20110072425"
"20110087610"
"20110131421"
"20120129452"

 
"4851653" | "5221838"|"5991399"

"6005942" | "6092201"|"6101477"
"6141752" | "6151657"|"6230267"

"6233683" | "6402028"|"64394238"| | i
"6484174" | "6601761"|"6609113"|| i

"6633984" | "6647260" ; i
"6792536").PN. OR ("6823520"|

‘1"6907608" | "6922835"|"6963270"||
{"7093122" | °7140549"|"7152782"||
"7159180" | "7165727"|"7191288"||
"7206769" | "7232073"|"7243853"|| | i i
"7275685" | "7346170"|"7349885"|| :

"7353396" | "7360691"|"7374099" | i :
"7382762" | "7395535"|"7469151"|| i E
'1'7478389" | "7502946"|"7607175"|| i
"7631346" | "7631810"|"7708198"||

"7712658" | "7739731"|"7860486"
"7967215" | °8120460"|"8126806"||
"8150767" | "8171137").PN. OR

aail('8429409")URPN. |
‘lcontactless near (Fund adj transfer)
land ({secure adj element))

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

   

 
  

 

 
  

‘contactless near (Fund adj transfer$4)
iland ((secure adj element))
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f | llusocr; | | |
i FPRS; E

EPO; JPO; § :
‘DERWENT;:
4IBM_TDB

1S132 and (updat$4 ar modify$4 or

edit$4 or chang$4) near (bill or

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

  
 

 
 
 

 
 

(contactless near (transaction or

payment)) and (updat$4 or modifyS4 or;
jedits4 or chang$4) near(bill or

 ‘l(contactless near (transaction or
Hpayment)) and (fund$1 near
‘Itranster$4)

JUS-PGPUB; }OR
\(transaction or payment)) and (fund$1 #USPAT;
near transfer$4) JUSOCR;

iFPRS; |
EPO; JPO; |
DERWENT; : i
HUBTOE tsetselenses

 

 

  
  

 
 

 
(contactless near (transaction or

Ypayment)) and (virtual near (bill or
invoice) )

 

 
  
  

 

 

2014/10/09)
\16:09

‘(contactless near (transaction or
‘loayment)) and (digital near (bill or
invoice) )

Liusipscgessaussenesrersniastensneesteastessapiceetreaeasreel incestanep taeeseneae! hee eeveeetreestes kee tenetcavestees Lovneneeetetkeene

(EMV near (transaction or payment))
jyand (digital near (bill or invaice))
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$149 : 1 {(EMV near (transaction or payment)) | US-PGPUB; OR ON 12014/ 10/09:
: ‘land ((digital or electronic or mobile or JUSPAT; | ! 16: 13

: ‘iwireless)near(bill or invoice)) HUSOCR; | i
 

 
 

 

‘IFPRS; i
NEPO; JPO; }
‘DERWENT; :
{IBM_TDB |
US-PaPuB;
USPAT; |
 
 

 
 ; (emv near (transaction or payment))d ((bill or invoice))  

  
 

  
 
 

  

#((EMV or chipcard or smartcard) near
(transaction or payment)) and ((digital j

jor electronic or mabile or wireless)near }
(bill or invoice)) i

{{(contactless)nnear firansactionoor :
payment)) and ((digital or electronic or i

paperless) near (bill or invaice))

 

    
 

eeee

(digital oorelectronic or papatiess)'nnear| US-“PGPUB: OR i 2014/10/09.
(bill or invoice)) JUSPAT; i 16:54

FPRS; ; i :
EPO; JPO; | i i
DERWENT;| i

As asiaeateuciticuscuancueenaaaatMRE 3 :
'20130151400" i

[((mobile or wireless or cellular) adj ‘ i
u(contactless) near (purchase or :
ijtransaction or payment)) and ((digital ;
or electronic or mobile or wireless) near! i

(bill or invoice)) ‘ i
|

|nenasme! soaringetennlenaines5 RhcaninlatafebisectsBl ernininimsengarmrinoagiah

[mobile or wireless or cellular) adj i i(contactless) near (purchase or

gtransachion or payment))
iq
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\|DERWENT; |

(|lBmM_ToB.:  
 

 

 
 
  

‘isis57"anid(digitalcorj-efectronieor “|
imobile or wireless) near (bill or
yinvaice))

 

48157 and ((digital or electronic or
paperless) near(bill or invoice)

t
t

[stat and (POS)
 

'|DERWENT; |
H/BM_TDBEbenvtaidnhucai’ Jasseywachrvceidvve1Bcmbcasiahemeningesvcardvasa dhivalenigcsiebivasscarasisvosihinal Rev puananetieaneemdynil Labuanwheel buds ansbcmsbinile of Cannes vasdnvenanemehive

‘(contactless or NFG or wireless ar i :
proximity) adj (payment or transaction

Yor purchase) and (electronic adj

‘|(invaic$4 orbilling)

 
 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 
  

  
184 and (electronic or digital) near

bill$4 or invoicS4)

: POS adj card

‘st36 and (electronic or digital) near
(billS4 or invoicS4)
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{US-PGPUB; |
JUSPAT; |
'|USOCR;

FPRS;
EPO; JPO; |

  

  
 

,

115190 and (electronic «or digital) near
A (bill$4 or invaic$4)

S| (si M) same (POS) llUs-

e

leaonioosaase’|Sadepinaryig’||4("20010056398" | "20020097715"|
"20020120537" | "20030060246"| |USPAT:

"20070295803" | "20100030634"|
i"20100161478" | "6598028"|

1/'7540408"| "7603312" |

  
RiedLh serpent !
(card-to-card) near payment 4US-PGPUB; JOR OFF 2017/09/18:

| \JUSPAT: i 20:17 
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5; $; :}$; : $ :} 3j $; ;: ; : 1:f j :i¢iF5 5; : i$i i }t} irEa

POS and generat$4 near (electronic or
digital) near (bill$4 ar invoic$4)

(mobile or m) adj POSsdbandstinevunansniinevunanssiannvsnnsdiasFeecercteetcenttteettnelfaa
$198andgenerat$4 near(electronic or | : HON (2017/09/18:
digital) near (bill$4 or invaic$4) : Z i i 20:49 I

 

=

S198 and (electronic oorr digital) near
(bilI$4 or invoic$4)

i 

 

 
 

[$198 and (contactless or NFC or '
wireless or proximity) adj (payment or
transaction or purchase)

 
 

S198 and (SIM adj card) ]US-PGPUB; }OR JON ‘201 7/09/18!
HUSPAT; [20:55
|USOCR; i
NFPRS;

‘EPO; JPO;
}DERWENT;

{IBM_TDB
; iS 98 and ((nfc or contactless or chip)
Nadi card)

Semmbbereehieerntceemisennitonredieresreetierehlnctnasenstersetnerrstetrnttiecttce,(iAddhbAreMAdtnbereAAndribneuArdrbseed
Mmsneeeeeeeeenessneeneennnsteeeemmreeeemmeneensemneresbesemeenemnreetened

$203 and (electronic or digital) near

[bisa or invoic$4) 
  

merchant adj wallet

 
sseeenegeeee
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  ‘I((mobile or m) adj POS) and

((contactless or smart or chip) adj
ilcard)

‘I((mobileoorrm)‘adiPOS)szsame
((contactless or smart or chip) adj

yeard)

 
  

  
 

  
   ((payment or transaction) adj terminal) |

same ((contactless or smart or chip) adj

 

  
 

 
 
 
 

 pee and generat$4 near (electronic or JON (2017/09/18
digital) near (bill$4 or invoic$4)

‘1017/09/18.
fats 16

5209 and (electronic or digital) near
(billS4 or invaic$4)

 

TON 
 

 
 
 

 
oe
 (pear:-to-“past ) adj (payment oor ‘
transaction)) and (contactless or NFC or!
wireless or proximity) adj (card)  
 

 

SALAAARNAAAAAARANAAndeeHatdAteilhbNATOMAANDRAANdGANANARSEAMARAAPAREAbetaTL
5212 and (electronic or digital) near HON 42017/09/ 18}
(bill$4 or invoic$4) i :
 

  
 1S2140 ‘i((peer-to-peer) adj (POS)) and 2017/09/18.

i \I(contactless or NFCor wireless or i21: 22
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i i {proximity) adj (card) lusocR; | | : |
i WFPRS; | i
; i HEPO; JPO;
i ‘DERWENT;|

‘i 4IBM_TDB |Be catceptcieassaccctanANetcoetaectameat cececentgcacel

[(peer-to-peer) adj (POS)) US-PGPUB; OR
JUSPAT; t 
 
 

  
 

om

42
=zZsj

scaRuyasAykWAIANAELSAKASUAKANhET Phenbtreir Ab ALUNof Minweentnhnerebennabtinyst! 1S Meawaannnwiiennbannns A awa unnianennanennabenneate o

("20070233554" | "20100227553"|
"20120092137" | "8229354"). PN.

Fettematt,
pate
(POSnearemulat$4) and ‘(contactless
or NFC or wireless or proximity) adj

j(card)

 
 

 
~forF—{{2017/09/18:

i 21:24 i 
 

 

  

 
 

or NFC or wireless or proximity) adj
(card)

wee
POSandSOC

 

POS and (system near chip) {JUS-PGPUB; OR OFF 12017/09/ 19:
|USPAT; | 109: 10
HUSOCR; | f
HFPRS;
‘EPO; JPO; :
DERWENT; }

L. {IBM_TDB
2017/09/19:
109: 10

S220 '[2680

i

ccebdnieshbniebbediahistisecishinieosnisbinscbsnstenditisadtenidicisnieiainicnsnelidisisadtendivtnieiainicbtnieitiniviindlabnsebtneniabnbebtnbeiaseiebtniebasniebs  
POS and (system-on-chip)

 
  

i((touch or tap) adj (payment or 2017/09/19} 
utransaction)) and (contactless or NFC or USPAT;
wireless or proximity) adj (card) NUSOCR;

09:13i
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‘contactlessor; NEC or wireless or :
proximity) adj (payment or transaction) ;

([s224 and (electronic or digital) adj
i(bill$4 or invoic$4)

{(cantactless or NFC or wireless or i
proximity) adj (payment or transaction) ;

$228 and (electronic or digital) adj
(statement)

{$230and (electronic0orr digital) adj
i(bill$4 or invoic$4 or statement)

(POS) and ((digital or electranic or e)
vadj (wallet or purse)) 
eog2 and (electronic or digital) adj
:4(bill$4 or invoic$4 or statement)

'l2017/09/19
09:21

{[S224 and(e-bill) ]

lorr (2017/09/19)
fiast7

iGaueeria
12: 23 i
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| lUsocR; | |
FPRS; |
HEPO; JPO; |

DEAN:

 #9233 and (contactless or NFC or
wireless or proximity) adj (payment or

ytransactian)
 

  
 

 

|DERWENT:
ROOoScael eececccctieal

iG"2007/0131780").URPN.

 
 

 
 

 
 (nfc or emv or smartcard or contactless |

or proxmity or chip) near (payment or
purchase or transaction) and i

((electronic or e or digital) adj (bill$4 or!
‘linvoic$4))   

 
 
 inte or emvy or smartcard or contaatiess |

or proxmity or chip) near (payment or
purchase or transaction) same i
((electronic or e or digital) adj (billS4 or |

vinvoic$4)) i

  
    
 
 

 
#("2003023080").PN.
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[DERWENT|
u(mabile or portable) adj POS and
u((contactless or nfc or proximity) adj
(adapter))

 frmAPP. | 4 2017/09/19!
IPOS near (purse.orrwallet) i

{18:25

- rabieg Resaa ieeeRiese : : ;i IPOSssame©(enntatdessborrproximity0or } " : ! 201 7/09/25:
RFID) adj (payment or transaction) i ; 4 i 11:05

u(P
(sodand(cmpechant&orTvendorlinear
(purse or wallet))

 
$248 and ((merchant or vendor) adj

‘i(purse or wallet))
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  fe| 

  15252 and (contactless or proximity or

RFI D) adj (payment or transaction)

 

 
 

 
 

  S252 and (emy) adj (payment or “OFF(poi17/09/25:
transaction) i ‘ i

"201000274677" ;

20100274677" Wu

#9258 and POS

 
“petrioaes
17:08
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 $258 and (transaction or payment) adj|i US-PGPUB;:TOR
‘terminal JUSPAT; | 

]USOCR;
FPRS;

EPO; JPO; |
|DERWENT:|  
 
 
  
  

 
  

 

 
 
 

 
 

Ricustomer oorr client) “adj side) and #}US-PGPUB; 1OR
4((payment or transaction) adj JUSPAT;
iprocess$4) HUSOGR;
4 IFPRS;

HEPO; JPO; |

i DERWENT;‘
64 andl (electronicnear ‘toures or

wallet) and NFC

  

§

(peraar to-merchant) and (contactless
or proximity or RFID) adj (paymentor

transaction)LL
 SU

‘I(person- to-merchant) and (nfc)

 
i (contactless or proximity or adj | /[e2701618 tl RFID) adj lus PGPU By:WOR 2017 09/25.
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‘(payment or transaction) same (wallet

ie purse)

: $270 and (security adj element)

 

lUSPAT; |
USOCR; |
FPRS;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;:
BM_TDB i

 

21:22 |

 

:(serePas
L

Fe" and (secure adj element)
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
  
 

 
 
 

  

 
 

H(invoicS4 ar bill$4)

 dadj (invoic$4 or bill$4)

‘infc) adj (payment or transaction) and
(wireless or paperless ar nfc ) adj

d(invaicS4 oar bill$4)

: contactless orr proximity ¢ortRFI Door 
request

 
uS272 and (electronic or digital or e) adj |

[(contactless or proximity or RFID or

iinfc) adj (payment or transaction) near :

JUS-PGPUB;|OR
JUSPAT; |
jUSOCR;
FPRS;
EPO; JPO; |
||DERWENT; |

i) BM_1D8

[S272¢and(wireless.carfrpaperless0orrate} OFF

‘201 7/09/25)
21:22

i{2017/09/25  

2017/09/25.
21:25

 

|

|Bsn

  

  
 

chip or AFID or IC) adj card) : werstin:n-t0-merchant) and (smart. cior
JUSPAT:
HUSOCR;
1FPRS;
EPO; JPO; ;
JOERWENT;WMTBad

, [UsPGPUB;[OR \OFF 'Ia017/09/25.
121: 27
t

sath.
 

‘ior smart or chip or RFID of 1c) adj
‘icard)

{(person--to- merchant)‘and(((contactless|'|US-PGPUB;| 
JUSPAT;
|USOCR;
‘|FPRS;
EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

OFF ‘foot7/09) 25)
fen: 27
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  (person-to-person) and ((contactless or ;.

smart or chip or RFID or 1C) adj card)

 £

 

$279 and POS

SSS      $280and(transmit$4orsend$4)adj_ PL R ~(2017/09/25!
(payment or transaction) near request ;

\OFF
21:28 

=retewi
(person--to-person) ssamee (contactless

vor smart ar chip or RFID or |C) adj
Ci

 

 
 

 
 
 

{$281 and (electronic near (purse or
‘wallet))
 

[$281 and mobile adj (transaction or {JUS-PGPUB; OR i ‘01 7/09/28
payment) HUSPAT; ! 21728 i

JUSOCR; '
NFPRS;

‘EPO; JPO;
HDERWENT;

  
 

  

 
 

 

 
  
 

vbusiness-to-consumer and mobile adj
u(transaction or payment)

= = -

card-to-card and (nfc or contactless or
HAFID or proximity or wireless) adj
(transaction or payment)
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JEPO; JPO; |
DERWENT;:

ABM_TDB
|US-PGPUB; [ORiicard-to-card and (nfc or contactless or

RFID of proximity or wireless) near
d(transaction or payment)

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

jS289 and mobile adj (transaction or
payment)  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

TaiehdhenitinAdeinhdAecnaAnprinserenadndnarAlRAs
 f i i f i :

(client-side) adj (transaction oar
payment)

2017/10/04:
123:35

$293 and (mobile adj (paymentor
transaction))

 
  
 

 2017/10/04;
23:35 i

5293 and (nfo adj (payment or
transactian))

 
 

  
iraiAerAinaAenarinbindSenAeRinAeiaAAircNEAnidvoeatinerieAahberiAineabeD  

}

i}

: # t | : t :OaanNMpeetleeee

2017/10/04}}

5 re|

S296 #212 : (client adj side) adj (transaction ar; ‘payment)  
 23:35 JOR i
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i i JUSOCR; | i |
i IFPRS; i

EPO; JPO; §

‘DERWENT;:
4IBM_TDB :aaamamihehinednaiCBntrnnheeericteremmernail

|US-PGPUB; OR

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

   
DeoctoMloddoicca!fo.te

#9296 and (mobile adj (payment or
transaction)) 
transaction))

 closed-loop adj (paymentor
utransaction))

z saaaetinnea! a Jaeean nb iaemaan:Sit Rheeawevenaeetnet =eeaSrneha= sukeenbennett tenets *
S300 (11 '1S299 and(nfc adj (paymentor '|US-PGPUB; OR HOFF—2017/10/04;

: ‘Itransaction)) JUSPAT; | i 123:37
JUSOCR; |

: eprs _
i JEPO; JPO; } i i

DERWENT; :
— ODpelatlected

 

 15300 and (mobile adj (payment or
dtransaction))

  
   

 
aaanleSalNeelnAaeakCSTaaahetoei hihE eeSCEneatcannileE

\i(proximity or contactless of smartcard) | US-PGPUB; OR 2017/10/05:
tiadj POS l : |10:06 :

 

(sas and (mobile adj (payment or t
‘itransaction)) i 
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‘(mobile or virtual) adj (wallet or purse) ! US-PGPUB; JOR HOFF  12017/ 10/05!
inear (payment or transaction) USPAT; : 12:54 i

HUSOCR; | : :

i

{S305 {1535

 

 
  

 

 

FPRS;
HEPO; JPO; | :
DERWENT; } i
{|BM_TDB

"20140187153"

   
  

 

 

2017/10/05!
20:37

u(smartcard) and (electronic or digital) jJUS-PGPUB; jOR }OFF
adj (bill or invoice) HUSPAT; :

i JUSOCR; i i
AFPRS; i

| EPO; JPO; i i
DERWENT;| i

BelassiserasalirtkapisunreaeasnsHOweoe Geormaniisl
‘l(smartcard) with (electronic or digital) |US-PGPUB; OR
adj (bill or invoice) i

 
 

wl

|sst0 and POS ‘

eet saraihaeapee

S314 and POS
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salts|

  
 

(electroniccorrdigital corvirtual)‘adj(bill j
Hor invoice) adj (payment or ;
transaction)

  
 

 

OFF |pot7/10/05

 
 2017/1 0/05)

20:41 i

 (electronic or virtual or digital) adj (bill

or invoice) adj (transaction or {
‘ipayment) '

EE
#9319 and (wireless or contactless or nic}
or proximity) adj (payment or ‘

transaction)

 

   

 
 
 

‘(electronic or Virtual or digital) adj
#(check) and (nfc or wireless or
‘contactless or proximity) adj
(transaction or payment)

 
  
  

  (electronic or virtual or digital) adj
(check) and ((nfe or wireless or

‘contactless or proximity) adjt  
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(transaction ar payment))

 
 

 
:

 
 

{US-PGPUB; |
JUSPAT; |
'|USOCR;

FPRS;
EPO; JPO; |

3323 and (smartcard)

 
  
  
 

 
 

 
 

mt ee

("20100274677

 

 

 
(("20090170559") or :

#1("20120191612")).PN

 
  
  

 
i

i

 5748737/pn

 
 

i2iti itf :{j iti ai:tt i 21; f:t;
ig
:r
ig
:=
3
g
:=
iat

[13595(electronic |or digital or virtual) adj
it
ig
:t
ig
:r
i£
 

‘poi1068
149

'Is330|
jvealet or purse) {
|

i

i
i Naremerereneruanareaseeeraiaancemeteriesat Revue wnedinaannevecanancl Pvcenceveincannaianconswnennencnaner Sxeverranermnusrancvnnct[sai Troe 79330 and (nfc or contactless or JuS-PGPUB; ic i ee
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i Yproximity) adj (payment or transaction) USPAT; i i #11:49 i
USOCR; i §
IFPRS; :
EPO; JPO; :
DERWENT;: i

Il >csoanacaesciecaanesenpesemiemtencmcemanenctsIBMTDBicnmnsasthommammne: sesihgoasiiesigl'fg331 and POS 
 
 
 

 

 
5332 and (electronic or digital or JUS-PGPUB; |OR OFFi201 7/1 0/09)

qual) adj (bill or invoic$4) JUSPAT; i i :11:50

 

|FPRS; i ;
EPO; JPO; } i :
||DERWENT; | i
HIBM_TDB iaenhaamnnereranneseDP Nesebar repipeeriniuieban etAes

(electronic or digital or virtual) adj (bill 3
Hlor invoic$4) adj (payment) and (nfcor |
contactless or proximity) adj (payment |

dor transaction) : 
 
 
 

 
(nfc or contactless or proximity) adj oil

sor invoic$4) adj (payment)

seis taevra sates Bean liasre ae ea erdai ea Mrnlreateehtgreee osNe iarnberetve meres nett ie errnianten erentttylDida intefeeryainites eetlrestaurant brands.as. i

‘2017/10/10
13:01

i "20140006205" US-PGPUB; OR OFF "p01/04/06
HUSOCR; i ;
1FPRS;
EPO; JPO; ; f :

i DERWENT;: i |eeee i
20130138517" |US-PGPUB; }OR NOFF “fa018/04/06:

JUSPAT; | i JoB:52
HUSOCR;
IFPRS;
iJEPO; JPO;

DERWENT;

 

i

  £ Sains,pilcceectatasiinace f £ f

Isso{6
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 elentranit or digital) near (bill$4 or
invaic$4 or check)

 

POS near (payment or transactian)

 

i ; ; i

DesirRAnaniraAAsiribbAAerniAinnestinAiliAarneAastra
oaS340andS341 PL R E "f2018/04/06:

09:20

ee
i i i i i i i i i i : i 2 4. i ; i ;

$342 and 705/$

1

1

1

("201 10066550"

  
 

TUS PGPUB:.JOR 2018/09) 11:
NUSPAT; i 14:37 f
USOCR;

i HFPRS; | :
| EPO; JPO;

DERWENT; } i

saitpipeneipeenienmecercceecacimna OMedlwcsimaccad seo  peeeceeinaaet:

#"20120078701"
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t
:
}
:
;
i

i

}
:

|

 
1((°7152230") or ("6367011") or
("20130159710")).PN.

 

iDBs |Default
i ‘Operator

 

$168 | 10 isi67‘ang(electronicsordigital) nnear | i ;
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|S173 and(trusted near service near ‘{USPAT ‘OR JON 2015/03/26;

4ahd 37:00

'IS171 and (trustednear service near = feeHOR HON | 2015/03/26)
 

 

 
 
 

: 705/39 JUSPAT |il
 

 
 

 
 

4S177 and (electronic or digital) near

. ; (invoice or check) — Al
S178 and (smart or iC orr RFID or EMV)

_Hadjcard

|usPar  
 [2015/03/26

(17:00|

Povsrosr26
 

 

  
45179 and (trustedninear service near  
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PTO/S8/30 (03-003
Approved for use through (0/31/2002 OMB 0651-0031

125, Patent and Travemark Offer US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCEUnoer ihe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons ara required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number

REQUEST H Aevicsion numer|44/728,349
FOR f Firs at|06/02/2015|

CONTINUED EXAMINATION (RCE) ffF'vsnedimener|"XiangzhenXie_|
TRANSMITTAL seria|6ar=|

woteeomasusccimatuar. IEsokertwme|HAYLES,ASHFORD8]
filed on or after June 8, 1995, Ee F

See The American Inventors Protection Act of 1999 (AIPA), i Altomey Dackel Number RF! 0-085C 4 #

This is a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) under 37 C.F.R. § 1.114 of ihe above-identified application.
NOTE: 37 CFR. § 1.774 is effective on May 29, 2000 ff ine anove-idenified apphesiion was fled prior lo May 29, 2000, applicant may
wish fo consider filing a continued prosecution application (CPA} under 37 C.F.R, § 1,53 (a) (PTO/S8/29) instead of a RCE fo be eligible for
ine patent term adiusinent provisions of ihe AIP4, See Changes lo Appiicaiion Examination and Prowsicns! Application Practice, Final Rule, 65
Fed. Reg. $0092 (Aug, 16, 2000); Interim Rule, 65 Fed. Reg, 14665 (Mar 20, 2000), 1233 OF Gaz, Pat. Office 47 (Apr 17,2000), which
established RCE practice

 
 

 

 
 

Submission required under 37 C.F.R. § 1.114

a. Previously submitted|. Oo Consider ihe amendment(s)/reply under 37 C.F.R. § 1.116 previously filed on(Any unentered amendment(s) referred ln above will be enterec)

ii, C] Consider the arguments in the Appeal Brief or Reply Brief previously filed on
ii. [7] Other

b. [1] Enclosed
i. [X] Amendment/Reply
ii. ([] Affidavit(s}/Declaration(s)
ili. | information Disclosure Statement (IDS)
iv. [] Other

. [Miscellaneous]
a. [] Suspension of action on the above-identified application is requested under 37 C.F.R. § 1.103(c) for

a period of MOnths, (Period of suspension shall not exceed 3 months; Fee under 37 6.F.R § 1.17()) required)

b.] Other
The RCE fee under 37 C.F R. § £.47 le) 5 required by 3/7 CFR § 7 144 when ihe RCE ss filed

a. CJ The Director is hereby authorized to charge the following fees, or credit any overpayments, io
_ Deposit Account No.
i [x] RCE fee required under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(e) Small Entity
ik. [x] Extension of time fee (37 CFR. §§ 1.136 and 1-17)
ii. [] Other

b.[] Check in the amount of $ enclosed
C. Payment by credit card (Form 10-2038 enclosed} paid via PAIR  
  
 
 

 
 
f SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT REQUIRED

39,450 | Joe Zheno Registration No. (AttorneyAgent)

08/07/2017

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING OR TRANSMISSION
[hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service with sufficient postage as first class mail in an

f envelope addressed io: Commissioner For Patents, Box RCE, Washingion, DC 20231, or facsimile transmitted to the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office on:[ameemo,|OOZHENG

\sinaurejoezheng/|ae|08/07/2017
Burden Hour Statement: This form is estimated to take 0.2 hours to complete. Time will vary dapending upon the needs of the individual cass, Any commants on the
amount of time you are requires to complete this farm should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S, Patent anc Trademark Office, Washington DC 20234, DO
NO? SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS, SENCO Fees and Compteted Forms fo the following address; Assistant Commissioner for Falents,
Box RCE Washingion, DC 20251_
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Applicant(s): Xiangzhen Xie et al
Title: Trusted Service Management Process
Serial No.: 14/728, 349
Filing Date: 06/02/2015
Confirmation: 5346

Examiner: HAYLES, ASHFORD S
Group Art Unit: 3687
DocketNo.: RFID-085C1
 

Aug. 7, 2018
Mail Stop: AF/RCE
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Responseto Final OA

DearSir:

In response to Office Action dated 04/12/2018, the Applicant concurrently

submitted USPTO Automated Interview Request (AIR) Form and respectfully requests

the Examinerto call the undersigned for conference when ready to examine this instant

application. Further the Applicant respectfully requests the Examinerto enter the

following amendments:

AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMSarereflected in thelisting of claims which

begins on page 2 of this Response.

REMARKS/ARGUMENTSbegin on page 9 of this Response.
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

Please amend Claims 1-3, 5, 7, 9, 12-14 and 17-18 asfollows:

7.

 

(Currently amended) A method for mobile payment, the method comprising
    
sesakdirectlyfrom a

akileniainnindieenice
 

 MEediIUMSesi<c- oasis iRQsicieuuss, the data including an electronic invoice and

settlement information with a merchant associated with #3s-4@POS device,wherein

ihe POS device is used to prepare the electronic invoice and transfer the data to

the medium:

displaying the electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device to show an

amount to be paid by a user of the mobile device, wherein the mobile device is

Sisais.wdtheBOSSayconfigured to execute an installed application therein to cesss
  

 capiure the daia from the medium:
 

receiving an entry by the mobile device, the entry including an additional amount

from the user;

calculating a total amount by adding the additional amount to the amountin the

electronic invoice;

generating a payment requestin ihe mobile device in responseto the electronic

invoice after the user has chosen a paying instrument, wherein the payment

requestincludes the total amount and the settlement information;

displaying the electronic invoice on the display ciihemobiledevicefor the user to

verify the payment request along with the chosen paying instrument;

sending the payment request -from the mobile device to a payment gateway,

wherein the payment gateway sends a message directlyto the POS device that a

an amount equivalentto the total amount is deducted from an account associated

with the user., and

tw
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ording_a confirmation in the mobile device that the monetary transaction 

per the payment request has been successfully completed with respect to the 

electronic invoiceBOS.davics

 
 

 
HOlHG-HME

relic cnetcsipeaRetee

(Currently amended) The method asrecited in claim 2, wherein the POS device

includes a secure elementthat provides security and authentication to generate the

electronic bill and transterthe date io ihe mediuricasss
 
 SERSSENWESECTCIOELES. 

(Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 1, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the userto verify the amountin the electronic invoice and make a change

to the amount when needed;

paying the total amount with the chosen paying instrument, wherein the chosen

paying instrument is selected from a group consisting of an electronic wallet

already created in the mobile device, a traditional credit or debit card, and an

electronic transfer.

(Currently amended) The method asrecited in claim 1 further comprising: causing

the mobile device to execute an installed module upon detecting the POS device in

a near field of the mobile device, wherein the installed module isexecuted to receive

the data from the ®2SS-eaa\ecamediumcarrying the eiectronic invoice and ihe 

 yber Corp.
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6. (Previously amended) The method as recited in claim 5, wherein the data further

includes security information about the merchant associated with the POS device,

the security information includes an account and bank information of the registered

merchant, an identifier of the secure elementin the contactless card or the POS

device.

. (Currently amended) The method asrecited in claim 6, wherein said sending the

paymentrequestfrom the mobile device to a payment gateway comprises:

transporting the payment request over a secured channel to the payment gateway,

wherein the payment gateway is configured to perform the «monetary transaction

per the payment request by deducting an amountfrom an account owned bythe

user and generates an electronic notification -for sending tothe POS device.

(Previously amended) The method as recited in claim 7, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to modify the total amount in the electronic invoice when needed;

paying the total amount with an electronic payment provided by an installed

module in the mobile device, wherein the installed module in the mobile device is

configured to generate the payment request including the data pertaining to the

electronic invaice to the payment gateway for processing.

(Currently amended) The method as recited in claim 8, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and the payment gatewayis conducted in a secured

channelestablished_therebeiween-icaseadanaswihaeSQGuAyyGEASHOAS 

 CHES GS PREN SSEGERSAPS EN OCA E EES SCS

10. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 9, wherein the mobile device

 

includes a secure elementproviding security and confidentiality required to support

secure data communication between the mobile device and the payment gateway.
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11.(Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 9, wherein said notifying the

user in the mobile device that then monetary transaction per the payment request

has been successfully completed with the POS device comprising: sending a

notification of successful payment to the merchant of the POS device.

12. (Currently amended) A method for mobile payment, the method comprising

generating an electronic invoice in a point of sale (POS) device;

transporting Gaia to a medium. wherein the data includes the electronic inveice and 
 

seitiement information with a merchant assccieted with the POS Gevice:

Setemntecausiig the mobile device
 wb shae gy hehe Ean ety howLARRheePhe,

  
a harshasecfaeistet  SISwkiheSOS.cevicewherein the mobile device executes an

installed application therein $-cassswassie“asiso-FoOssance-to generate a

 payment request in response to the sissisasis-myasscaptured data, the payment

request being sent to a payment gateway includes a total amount combining an

additional amount added by a user of the mobile device and an amount expressed

in the electronic invoice; and

receiving a message in the POS device directlyfrom the payment gateway that the

electronic invoice has been settled but for the total amount more than the amount

expressed in the electronic invoice, wherein the payment gatewayis configured to

send the messagedirectly to the POS device when an amount equivalent to the

total amount is deducted from an account associated with the -user of the mobile

devices

13.(Currently amended) The method as recited in claim 12, wherein the medium is

“laced near the mobile device to allow the user to use the mobile device to capture 

“_ » “= Seay PFE ~
the date{he-BOS.AGuWieGiiGiosa.GomachsesGaraOggGdAIS.aGise

 
 

  
~

HayGSNSRES SO-SVS cis...ALa-SiaerSiehig

Send. ehact ae shy GhERSded +SHOBISGGSG-1G.GINSINSa.2Taha i {hseiscionsweeds ey
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14. (Currently amended) The method as recited in claim 13, wherein the POS device

includes a secure elementproviding securityand authenticationtoceneraie the

 
 

 

alectronic invoicé-ard-caskcin 

 SOASPS we

15. (Previously amended) The methodas recited in claim 14, wherein the data includes

security information of the merchant associated with the POS device, the security

information includes an account and bank information, an identifier of the secure

element in the contactless card or the POS device.

16. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 15, wherein the message

received in the POS device shows how much has been received from the user of the

mobile device.

17.(Currently amended) The method as recited in claim 12, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and the payment gatewayis conducted in a secured

 

RECORRARGO1he-OGGEAGINASe-GGONAING1dheGlugkanig

GHEE,

18. (Currently amended) A system for mobile payment, the system comprising:

a point of sale (POS) device provided to generate an electronic invoice upon

receiving an entry, wherein data including the electronic invoice and seitiement

  information Is Senitransferred to a Mediuniesesssewce..
 
 

 

 <ayices, the mobile device is executing a moduleSFOSSHNSG-AG

configured to ssasicapiure the data and display an amount expressed in the

electronic invoice; and wherein

the POS device receives an electronic notification cirectiy from a payment gateway 

that the electronic invoice has been settled for a total amount including an

additional amount and the amount expressedin the electronic invoice, the
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additional amount is added by the used, after the user of the mobile devices

verifies the electronic invoice displayed on the mobile device and authorizes a

payment to the electronic invoice, the mobile device is configured to generate a

payment request to be sent to the payment gateway to proceed with a payment

according to the payment request.

19. (Previously amended) The system as recited in claim 18, wherein the data from the

POS device includes an account and bank information of the merchant of the POS

device.

20. (Previously amended) The system as recited in claim 19, wherein the payment

gateway acts to deduct an amount equivalent to the total amount from an account

associated with the user of the mobile devices and generates the electronic

notification for the POS device.
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REMARKS

Claims 1 - 20 were examined again. In the Office Action dated 04/12/2018,

Claims 1, 4, 12 and 17-20 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Mullen et al. U.S. 2012/029472 (hereinafter Mullen") in view of

Shanket al. U.S. 2011/0066550(hereinafter Shank"), Claims 2, 5, and 13 are rejected

under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103fa) as being unpatentable over Mullen in view of Shank

further in view of Dryeret al. US2012/0290376 (hereinafter Dryer"), Claims 3, 6-11, 14,

15 and 16 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Mullen in view of Shank in view of Dryerfurther in view of Florek et al. 2011/0112968

(hereinafter "Florek").

The Applicant appreciates the Examinerfor providing detailed comments in the

Office Action. In the foregoing amendments, Claims 1-3, 5, 7, 9, 12-14 and 17-18 have

been amended. No new matters have been introduced. Reconsideration of pending

claims is respectfully requested

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

On Page3, Section 4, of this Office Action, Claims 1, 4, 12 and 17-20 are

rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Mullen in view of

Shank.

As amended, Claim 1 now recites:

causing a mobile device to capture data directly from a medium, the data including
an electronic invoice and settlement information with a merchant associated with a

POS device, wherein the POS device is used to prepare the electronic invoice and
transfer the data to the medium:

displaying the electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device to show an
amount to be paid by a user of the mobile device, wherein the mobile device is
configured to execute an installed application therein to capture the data from the
medium:

receiving an entry by the mobile device, the entry including an additional amount
from the user;
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calculating a total amount by adding the additional amount to the amountin the
electronic invoice;

generating a payment request in the mobile device in responseto the electronic
invoice after the user has chosen a paying instrument, wherein the payment
request includes the total amount and the settlement information;

displaying the electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device for the user to
verify the payment request along with the chosen paying instrument;

sending the payment request from the mobile device to a payment gateway, wherein
the payment gateway sends a message directly to the POS device that a monetary
iransaction per the payment request sent from the mobile device has been
successfully completed in the payment gateway with the POS device when an
amount equivalent to the total amount is deducted from an account associated with
the user: and

recording a confirmation in the mobile device that the monetary transaction per the
payment request has been successfully completed with respect to the electronic
invoice.

(emphasis added)

As explicitly shown in FIG. 1B, a bill (electronic invoice) is prepared in the POS

device, but a customer (payer) is presented with a medium. In other words, the mobile

device used by the payer captures data directly from the medium, where the data

includes the bill and settlement information. As also shown in FIG. 1B, the mobile

device generates a payment request and sends the request to the payment networkthat

is authorized to process the payment request. The POS device receives a confirmation

directly from the payment network that the payment has been made to the payment

request originated by the mobile device.

In contrast, Mullen teaches a mobile device used as a point-of-sale terminal and

a payment card as paying instrument to communicate payment information with the

mobile device. An application in the mobile device is remotely activated to allow the

mobile device to accept payment information directly from the payment card. In view of

the instant application, the mobile device in Mullen may be viewed as the POS device

106 while the payment card is the mobile device 110, However, the mobile device in

Mullen does not send an electronic invoice to the payment card but only accepts

information about the payment card, Mullen is also silent about the payment card

“generating a payment request " for the payment gateway, as there is no need to do so
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in Mullen. As shown in FIG. 2, Mullen explicitly states "Mobile device 202 may,for

example, complete a purchase transaction byfirst obtaining required payment

information from contactless device 204 and then communicating such payment

information to network entities (e€.g., payment server 216 and/or issuer 220)". In other

words, it is the mobile device 202 (corresponding to the POS device 106 in the instant

application) that communicates with the payment network, teaching awayfrom “sending

the payment request from the mobile device to a payment gateway, wherein the

payment gateway sends a message directly to the POS device ..." (note the mobile

device in Mullen means the POS device). The logic data flow Is very different from

Claim 1 of the instant application. Further, Mullen is silent about the use of a medium

presented to the payer for capturing the data including a charge that payer is supposed

to payfor.

On Page 5 of the Office Action, the Examiner cites Shank to show the teaching in

combination with Mullen. In Particular, the Examiner points "pg.6, {] [0061] discusses

the gateway 14 mayreceive the result of the transaction from the paying bank 16a".

Regardless how Shankis interpreted, the modification with Shank would not cure the

deficiency presented above. Shank neither teaches nor suggests the use of a medium

presentedto the payer for capturing the data including a charge that payer is supposed

to pay for. Accordingly, the Applicant submits the combination of Mullen and Shankfails

to suggest "a mobile device to capture data directly from a medium, the data including

an electronic invoice and settlement information with a merchant associated with a POS

device, wherein the POS device is used to prepare the electronic invoice and transfer

the data to the medium" and "to capture the data from the medium". Claim 1 shall be

allowable over Mullen and Shank, viewed alone or in combination. Reconsideration of

Claims 1-11 is kindly requested,

Claim 12 has been amended similarly to Claim 1. Without repeating the same,

the Applicant wishes to rely upon the above arguments/reasons supporting Claim 1 to

support Claim 12 and submits the combination of Mullen and Shankfails to suggest

"transporting data to medium, wherein the data includes the electronic invoice and

settlement information with a merchant associated with the POS device; by causing the

1]
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mobile device to capture the data from the medium". Accordingly, the Applicant submits

Claim 12 as amended shall be allowable over Mullen and Shank, viewed aloneorin

combination. Reconsideration of Claims 12-17 is kindly requested.

Claim 18 has been also amendedsimilarly to Claim 1, Without repeating the

same, the Applicant wishes to rely upon the above arquments/reasons supporting Claim

1 to support Claim 18 and submits Mullen neither teaches nor suggests "a point of sale

(POS) device provided to generate an electronic invoice upon receiving an entry,

wherein data including the electronic invoice and settlement information is transferred to

a medium, the mobile device is executing a module configured to capture..."

Accordingly, the Applicant submits Claim 18 as amended shall be also allowable over

Mullen. Reconsideration of Claims 18-20 is kindly requested,

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

Claims 2, 5, and 13 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Mullen in view of Shank further in view of Dryer, Claims 3, 6-11, 14,

15 and 16 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Mullen in view of Shank in view of Dryer further in view of Florek.

lt appears that the Examiner renders the rejection based on Paragraph [0041] of

Dryer. A careful review of Dryer indicates that the Examiner misinterprets “contactless

card” as “NFC chips or cards 119, 129” in Dryer. As explicitly described in Paragraph

[0026], a contactless card in the instant application is clearly NOT or not even close to

“NFC chips or cards 119, 129” in Dryer. As shown in FIG. 1A, in one example, the

contactless card 108 as a medium, is presented to a userfor his mobile device 110 to

capture the data from the contactless card 108. The Applicant submits the modification

of Mullen and Shank with Dryer would not cure the deficiency in Mullen and Shank as

expressed above. Accordingly, Claims 2, 5 and 13 as amendedshall be allowable over

Muilen, Shank and Dryer. Reconsideration of Claims 2, 5 and 13 in view of Claim 1 as

amendedis kindly requested.

Florek shows in FIG. 2 and FIG. 5 that a mobile device is used to conduct a

payment with a merchant, where the mobile devicesinstalls a payment instrument(e.g.,
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in aremovable memory card). However, Florek is also silent about "generating a

payment request" in a mobile device for a payment gateway to settle the charge from

the POS device and sending a confirmation directly to the POS device. The Applicant

submits the modification of Mullen, Shank and Dryer with Florek would not cure the

deficiency in Mullen as expressed above, Accordingly, Claims 3, 6-11, 14, 15 and 16 in

view of Claim 71 shall be allowable over Mullen, Shank, Dryer and Florek.

Reconsideration of Claims 3, 6-11, 14, 15 and 16 in view of Claim 1 as amendedis

kindly requested.

The patentability of the independent claims has been argued specifically as set

forth above and thus Applicant will not take this opportunity to argue further the merits of

the rejection with regard to each dependent claim. However, Applicant does not

concedethat the dependent claims are not independently patentable and reserves the

right to argue the patentability of the dependent claims at a later date if necessary.

In view of the above amendments and remark, the Applicant believes that Claims

1-20 shall be in condition for allowance overthe cited references. Early and favorable

action is being respectfully solicited.

If there are any issues remaining which the Examiner believes could be resolved

through either a Supplementary Response or an Examiner's Amendment, the Examiner

is respectfully requested to contact the undersigned at (408)777-8873.

| hereby certify that this correspondenceis

being deposited with the United States Postal Respectfully submitted:
Service asfirst class mail in an envelope
addressed to " Mail Stop: AF/RCE
Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450", Aug. 7, 2018. e- / joe zheng/
aes Joe Zheng

Reg.: No. 39,450
Name:__ Joe Zheng

Sianature: / ioe zhena /
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Disposition of Claims*

Claim(s) 1-20 is/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the above claim(s) ___ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

{.) Claim(s)__ is/are allowed.

Claim(s) 1-20 is/are rejected.
() Claim(s)____ is/are objected to.

[] Claim(s)___—s are Subject to restriction and/or election requirement
* |f any claims have been determined allowable, you may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/oph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHteedback@uspto.gov.

Application Papers
10)L) The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)] The drawing(s)filed on 6/23/2018 is/are: a)l¥] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may nol request thal any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85/a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if Ihe drawing(s) is objected lo. See 37 CFR 1.121(d),

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119
12)L) Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).

Certified copies:

a)D All b)L) Some** _c)_) None ofthe:

1.2) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.1.) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.) Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

 

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.
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Paper Nols)/Mail Date

2) (_] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08a and/or PTO/SB/08b) 7) Other:
Paper No(s)/Mail Date

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev, 11-13) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20180406
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DETAILED ACTION

Amendment received on January 16, 2018 has been acknowledged. Claims 1, 3-8, 10-12, 14-16

and 18-20 have been amended and entered, Therefore, claims 1-20 are pending.

Response to Arguments

Applicant’s arguments with respect to claims 1-20 have been considered but are moot because

the arguments do not apply to any of the references being used in the current rejection.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102,if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the
prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

The text of those sections of Title 35, U.S. Code not included in this action can be found ina

prior Office action.

1. Claims 1, 4, 12 and 17-20 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Mullen et al. U.S. 2012/029472in view of Shank et al. U.S. 2011/0066550.

As per Claim 1, Mullen et al. discloses a method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

causing a mobile device to receive an electronic invoice from a point of sale (POS) device (pg.13,

4] [0155] discusses a merchant may send a message (e.g., an email or text message) to the user-supplied

address that may containalink to the user's bill),

wherein the mobile device is a near-field communication device and configured to execute an

installed application therein to communicate with the POS device to generate a payment requestin

responseto the electronic invoice (pg.13, §] [0158] discusses a paymentapplication installed on mobile

device, pg.5, 4] [0074] discusses Mobile device 202 may, for example, complete a purchase transaction

by first obtaining required payment information from contactless device 204 and then communicating

such payment information to network entities e.g,, payment server 216 and/or issuer 220);

displaying the electronic invoice on a display screen of the mobile device for a user to verify the

payment request (pg.13, §] [0155] discusses a user's meal tab at a restaurant may be itemized by GUI

2508 and an alphanumeric entry box (e.g., box 2510) may allow the user to enter additional data (e.g.,
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add a tip to the bill), A user may, for example, review a total to be charged, verify such a total, and then

present payment card 2504 to mobile device 2502 to settle the total amount);

receiving an entry by the mobile device the entry including an additional amount from the user

(pg.13, 9] [0154] discusses a user may monitor each item on thebill, enter an additional amount into the

bill e.g., a tip);

calculating a total amount by adding the additional amount to the amountin the electronic

invoice (pg.13, §] [0154] discusses and then paythebill all from the convenience of the user's mobile
 

device 2502’);

processing the payment request in the mobile device (pg.9, ¥] [0114] discusses Payment

information used to settle a transaction associated with the selected food purchase maybe collected

and/or generated by the mobile device and forwarded onto a payment server and/or an associated

issuer for settlement); and

notifying the user in the mobile device that a monetary transaction per the payment request has

been successfully completed with the POS device (pg.9, 4] [0116] discusses a mobile device may

complete a purchase transaction with an entity of a payment network (e.g,, a payment server) and may

further request that the paymentserver deliver a receipt to the mobile device in a text message format).

Shank teaches causing a mobile device to receive data wirelessly from a point of sale device

(POS) (pg.4, 4] [0047] discusses oncethebill is complete, the biller may instruct the device 12b to send

the bill by pressing a send button pg.5, 9] [0050] discusses the billing device 12b may establish a

dedicated peer-to-peer connection with the paying device 12a),

the data including an electronic invoice and settlement information with a merchant associated

with the POS device (pg.5, | [0051] discusses the billing device 12b may senda list of one or more active

' The Examineris construing the ability to pay the finalbill as calculating a total amount including the additional
amount, because it is ald and well known to include the tip when making a purchase at a restaurant as described
within the cited portion of Mullen.
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bills 88 to the paying device, pg.4, §] [0047] discusses the details may provide an itemized record

describing the goods and/or services provided, the taxes charged, and any other suitable details. The

biller may then select an accountfor receiving the funds);

displaying the electronic invoice ona display of the mobile device to show an amounttobepaid

byauserofthe mobile device (Figure 4F, Bill 88 depicts the amount to be paid on the payerdevice),

generating a payment request in response to the electronic invoice after the user has chosen a

paying instrument(pg.5, 9] [0051] discusses once the bill 88 has been selected the payer selects an

account for making the payment, §] [0052] discusses upon receiving the accept bill message, the billing

device 12b may send "Pay To" information to the paying device 12a, as shown in step 216. The Pay To

information may include the device identifier of the billing device, the location of the billing device, a bill

number, thebill title, the payment amount, the bill details, and/or one or more authorization codes),

wherein the payment requestincludes the total amount and the settlement information (pg.5, 9]

(0054] discusses the paying device 12a mayinclude only certain parameters of the Pay To information,

such as the device identifier of the billing device, the location of the billing device, the bill title, the

payment amount, and the authorization codes);

sending the payment request from the mobile device to a payment gateway ¥ [0054] discusses

the paying device 12a may send a transaction to the gateway 14 at step 222. The transaction may

include the Pay To information and "Bill To" information describing the paying device 12a), wherein the

payment gateway, sends a messagetothe POS device that a monetary transaction per the payment

request has been successfully completed with the POS device when an amount equivalent ta the total

amountis deducted from an account associated with the user (pg.6, 9] [0061] discusses the gateway 14

may receive the result of the transaction from the paying bank 16a. The result may indicate whether the

transaction succeeded, a transaction number, and/or an estimated date that the transferred fundswill

become available to the biller, pg.6, §] [0062] discusses the gateway 14 may notify the paying device 16a
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of the result at step 230 and may notify the billing device 16b of the result at step 232, Sending the

result to the billing device 16b from the gateway 14, rather than from the paying device 16a, may

reduce the risk of fraud).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as taught by Shanket al. to provide a

system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a transaction and to

determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an account manager to withdraw the

payment amount from the accountofthe first device and to depasitit into the account of the second

device (Abstract),

As per Claim 4, Mullen et al. discloses the method as recited in claim 1, wherein said displaying

the electronic invoice onadisplay of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to verify the amountin the electronic invoice and make a change to the

amount when needed (pg.13, 4] [0155] discusses a user's meal tab at a restaurant may be itemized by

GUI 2508 and an alphanumeric entry box (e.g., box 2510) may allow the user to enter additional data,

e.g. add a tip to thebill).;

paying the total amount with the chosen paying instrument, wherein the chosen paying

instrument is selected from a group consisting of an electronic wallet already created in the mobile

device, a traditional credit or debit card, and an electronic transfer (pg.6, 4] [OOS6] discusses GUI 500

may be generated to allow a user an opportunity to select which paymentoption (e.g., credit option

502) from a number of payment optionsis to be used to settle a payment transaction, pg.9, | [0111]

discusses a user may elect to charge $10 against a VISA credit account, $35 against a MIC debit account,

and 500 rewards points earned by the VISA credit account towards full payment of a $50 amount owing

for a particular selected purchase).
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As per Claim 12, Mullen et al. discloses a method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

generating an electronic invoice in a point of sale (POS) device (pg.13, 9] [0154] discusses Mobile

device 2502 may interact with a merchant establishment(e,g,, a restaurant) to gain entry into a user's

tab at the merchant's establishment(e.g., a food and alcohol bill generated by the restaurant);

transporting the electronic invoice to a mobile device by causing the mobile device to read off

data pertaining to the electronic invoice fram the POS device (pg.13, 4] [0155] discusses a merchant may

send a message(e.g., an email or text message) to the user-supplied address that may containalink to

the user's bill),

the payment requestincludes a total amount combining an additional amount added by a user
 

of the mobile device and an amount expressed on thebill (pg.13, §] [0154] discusses Mobile device 2502

may interact with a merchant establishment(e.g., a restaurant) to gain entry into a user's tab at the

merchant's establishment (e.g., a food and alcoholbill generated by the restaurant) a user may monitor

each item on the bill, enter an additional amountinto the bill e.g., a tip and then paythebill all from the

convenience of the user's mobile device 2502’),

wherein the mobile device is a near-field communication device and configured to execute

an installed application therein to communicate with the POS device to generate a payment requestin

responseto the electronic invoice (pg.13, §] [0158] discusses a payment application installed on mobile

device, pg.5, 4] [0074] discusses Mobile device 202 may, for example, complete a purchase transaction

by first obtaining required paymentinformation from contactless device 204 and then communicating

such payment information to networkentities e.g., payment server 216 and/orissuer 220);

receiving a notification from a payment gateway that the electronic invoice has been settled

(pg.9, 9] [0116] discusses a mobile device may also provide atext message address (e,g., an SMS text

* The Examineris construing the food and alcohol as an amount expressed on thebill and the tip as the additional
amount.
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message address) to the paymentserver, In so doing, for example, the mobile device may receive a

receipt of the completed purchase transaction from the payment server via a text message at the text

message address provided by the mobile device),

wherein a user of the mobile devices verifies the electronic invoice displayed on the mobile

device and authorizes a paymentto the electronic invoice (pg.13, {] [0154] discusses a user may monitor

each item on the bill, enter an additional amountinto the bill (e,g., a tip), and then pay thebill all from

the convenience of the user's. mobile device 2502).

Mullen et al. teaches a total amount more than the amount expressedin the electronic invoice,

by stating that the user can addatip to the food and alcohol bill as stated above.

Shank teaches wherein the data further includes settlement information with a merchant

associated with the POS device (pg.5, 4] [0051] discusses thebilling device 12b may send a list of one or

more active bills 88 to the paying device, pg.4, 4] [0047] discusses the details may provide an itemized

record describing the goods and/or services provided, the taxes charged, and any othersuitable details.

The biller may then select an accountfor receiving the funds);

receiving a message in the POS device from the payment gatewaythat the electronic invoice has

been settled (pg.6, §] [0061] discusses the gateway 14 may receive the result of the transaction from the

paying bank 16a. The result may indicate whether the transaction succeeded, a transaction number,

and/or an estimated date that the transferred funds will becomeavailable to the biller {| [0062]

discusses the gateway 14 may notify the paying device 16a of the result at step 230 and may notify the

billing device 16b of the result at step 232.).

the payment request being sent to a payment gatewayincludes a total amount expressed on

the electronic invoice (pg.5, 9] [0054] discusses the paying device 12a may include only certain

parameters of the Pay To information, such as the device identifier of the billing device, the location of

the billing device, the bill title, the payment amount, and the authorization codes, ] [0054] discusses the
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paying device 12a may send a transaction to the gateway 14 at step 222. The transaction may include

the Pay To information and "Bill To" information describing the paying device 12a),

wherein the payment gateway, is configured to send the message directly to the POS device

when an amount equivalent to the total amount is deducted from an account associated with the user
 

of the mobile devices (pg.6, 4] [0062] Sending the result to the billing device 16b from the gateway 14,

rather than from the paying device 16a, may reduce therisk of fraud),

Therefore it would have been obvious to oneof ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as taught by Shank etal. to provide a

system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a transaction and to

determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an account manager to withdraw the

payment amountfrom the accountofthe first device and to deposit it into the account of the second

device (Abstract).

As per Claim 17, Mullen et al. discloses the method as recited in claim 12, wherein data

exchange between the mobile device and the payment gateway(pg,10, §] [0128] discusses a mobile

device may communicate payment information to a payment server to complete a purchase

transaction)

Mullen discloses the claimed invention except for a secure channel.

Shank et al. teaches a secure channel(pg.5, {] [0053] discusses each device 12 may opena

connection with the gateway 14. The connections may be opened accordingto any suitable network

communications protocol. The connections may be secured by any suitable security protocol, such as

Secure Socket Layer (SSL}).

Therefore it would have been obviousto oneof ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a secure
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connection between mobile devices and a payment gateway to complete a payment transaction as

taught by Shank et al. to provide a system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to

authorize a transaction and to determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an

account manager to withdraw the payment amountfrom the accountofthe first device and to deposit

it into the accountof the second device (Abstract).

As per Claim 18, Mullen et al. discloses a system for mobile payment, the system comprising:

after a user of the mobile devices verifies the electronic invoice displayed on the mobile device

and authorizes a paymentto the electronic invoice (pg.13, §] [0158] discusses a paymentapplication

installed on mobile device, pg.5, | [0074] discusses Mobile device 202 may, for example, complete a

purchase transaction byfirst obtaining required payment information from contactless device 204 and

then communicating such payment information to network entities e.g., payment server 216 and/or

issuer 220);

the mobile device is configured to establish a communication session with the payment gateway

to proceed with the payment to the electronic invoice (pg.9, 4] [0116] discusses a mobile device may

complete a purchase transaction with an entity of a payment network (e,g,, a payment server),

Mullen discloses the claimed invention except for a secure channel. It would have been obvious

to one having ordinary skill in the arty at the time the invention was made to send data to a payment

gateway using a secure channel since it was known in the art that payment gateways such as VISA and

MasterCard require SET protocols to communicate data when conducting transactions over the

Internet’.

Mullen further discloses including an additional amount and the amount expressed in the

electronic invoice, the additional amountis added by the user(pg.13, 9] [0154] discusses mobile device
  

* Partnering for Performance with MasterCard e-Business Solutions, pg.8, MasterCard International Incorporated
2001.
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2502 may interact with a merchant establishment (e.g,, a restaurant) to gain entry into a user's tab at

the merchant's establishment (€.g., a food and alcoholbill generated by the restaurant)a user may

monitor each item on thebill, enter an additional amountinto thebill e.g., a tip), and then paythebill

all from the convenience of the user’s mobile device).

Shank teaches a point of sale (POS) device provided to generate an electronic invoice upon

receiving an entry (pg.4, §] [0047] discusses the userof the billing device (i.e., the biller) may create a bill

at step 204. For example, the biller may accessa billing menu 84 of the application as shownin FIG. 4B.

The billing menu &4 mayallow the biller to create a new bill by pressing an addbill button);

wherein data including the electronic invoice is sent toa mobile device when the POS deviceis

presented near the mobile device (pg.4, ] [0048] discusses the billing device may broadcast a device

identifier. In some embodiments, the device identifier may be broadcastlocally over a short-range

wireless communication protocol, such as a BLUETOOTHprotocol, § [0050] discusses Upon receiving the

accept message containing the connection instructions andits own device identifier, the billing device

12b may establish a dedicated peer-to-peer connection with the paying device 12a at step 210. The

dedicated connection may be established according to the short-range wireless communication protocol

being used 4] [0051] discusses the billing device may send a list of one or moreactive bills to the paying

device),

the mobile device is executing a module configured to read the data and display an amount

expressed in the electronic invoice (pg.3, 4] [0035] discusses Peer-to-Peer Payment application, See

Figures 5A-5B);

the POS device receives an electronic notification from a payment gateway that the electronic

invoice has been settled for a total amount(pg.6, {] [0062] discusses the gateway 14 maynotify the

paying device 16a of the result at step 230 and maynotify the billing device 16b of the result at step

232).
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Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as taught by Shanket al. to provide a

system and method where a gatewayuses an authorization code to authorize a transaction and to

determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an account manager to withdraw the

payment amount from the accountofthefirst device and to deposit it into the account of the second

device (Abstract).

As per Claim 19, Mullen et al. discloses the claimed invention. However, Mullen et al. is silent

regarding wherein the data from the POS device includes an account and bank information of the

merchant of the POS device,

Shank teaches wherein the data from the POS device includes an account and bankinformation

of the merchant of the POSdevice (pg.5, 4] [0052] discusses The Pay To information may include the

device identifier of the billing device, the location of the billing device, a bill number, the bill title, the

payment amount, thebill details, and/or one or more authorization codes. In some embodiments, the

authorization codes may include a biller authorization code representing a user name of the biller anda

biller account code representing the account to which the funds are to be transferred)

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the inventian to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide merchant

account and bank information for completion of payment transaction as taught by Shanket al. ta

provide a system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a transaction

and to determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an account manager to

withdraw the payment amount from the accountofthefirst device and to depositit into the account of

the second device (Abstract).
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As per Claim 20, Mullen discloses the claimed invention, However, Mullen is silent regarding

wherein the payment gateway acts to deduct an amount equivalent to the total amount from an

account associated with the user of the mobile devices and generates the electronic notification for the

POS device.

Shank teaches the payment gateway acts to deduct an amount equivalent to the total amount

from an account associated with the user of the mobile devices (pg.5, |] [0058] discusses the gateway 14

may instruct the payer's account manager 16a (e.g., the paying bank) to withdraw the payment amount

from the paying account and to deposit the payment amountinto thebilling account_and generates the

electronic notification for the POS device (pg.6, 4] [0062] discusses the gateway 14 may notify the paying

device 16a of the result at step 230 and maynotify the billing device 16b of the result at step 232.

Sending the result to the billing device 16b from the gateway).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a payment

gateway to deduct payment from a customer account to a merchant account as taught by Shanketal. to

provide a system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a transaction

and to determine an account for each device. The gateway then instructs an account manager to

withdraw the payment amount from the accountofthefirst device and to deposit it into the account of

the second device (Abstract).
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2. Claims 2, 5, and 13 are rejected underpre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Mullen et al. US 2012/0290472 in view of Shank US 2011/0066550 furtherin view of Dryeret al.

US2012/0290376,

As per Claim 2, Mullen et al, discloses the method as recited in claim 1. However, Mullen et al.

is silent regarding wherein the POS device includes a contactless card loaded with the electronic invoice,

and said causing a mobile device to receive an electronic invoice from a point of sale (POS) device

comprises reading the contactless card to obtain the electronic invoice by the mobile device.

Dryeret al. teaches wherein the POS device includes a contactless card loaded with the

electronic invoice, and said causing a mobile device to receive an electronic invoice from a pointof sale

(POS) device comprises reading the contactless card to obtain the electronic invoice by the mobile

device (pg.5, 9 [0041] discusses electronic payment device 120 are equipped with respective NFC chips

or cards 119, 129, which are utilized to establish a NFC connection with each other when they are

brought togetheror sufficiently close to each other, §] [0045] discusses the merchant generating invoice,

receipt or transaction data using electronic payment device for purchase of item by the consumerfrom

the merchant).

Therefore it would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention toa modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

POS with a NFC transaction card as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a system and method where

Authorization data is shared between the mabile communication device and the electronic payment

device without providing electronic payment instrument (e.g. credit card) data to the merchant

(Abstract).

As per Claim 5, Mullen et al. discloses the method as recited in claim 1. Shank discloses the

billing device may broadcast a device identifier. In some embodiments, the device identifier may be

broadcastlocally over a short-range wireless communication protocol, such as a BLUETOOTHprotocol,
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However, Mullen et al. and Shank are silent regarding a causing the mobile device to execute an

installed module upon detecting the POS device in a near field of the mobile device, wherein the

installed module executed to receive the data from the POS device.

Dryer et al. teaches a causing the mobile device to execute an installed module upon detecting

the POS device in a nearfield of the mobile device (pg.6, 4 [0047] discusses the consumer's mobile

communication device 110 and the merchant's electronic payment device 120 brought into contact orin

proximity with each other to establish a temporary connection,e.g., a NFC connection 160, between

the devices so they can communicate with each other,

wherein the installed module executed to receive the data from the POSdevice, (pg.5 4] [0054]

discusses the payment application 123 executing on the electronic payment device 120 or the mobile

wallet application 113 executing on the mobile communication device 110 transforms or encodes the

merchant-generated authorization token. The encoded authorization token 170 may embody or be

encoded with transaction data 122, and may be decodedbythe cloud wallet server 140 using an

appropriate key or decoding mechanism. Theability to encode and decode the authorization data

provides for moreflexibility and inclusion of additional information associated with the merchant 125

and/ or transaction to ensure that the credit card data 147to be utilized is utilized for paymentis for the

correct amount, é.g., if the invoice or receipt amount 122 is encoded within or transmitted with the

authorization token 170, and that the payment requestis for a particular merchant 125 for that

specified amount).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to receive transaction

data from a merchantin order to process a mobile payment as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a system

and method where authorization data is shared between the mobile communication device and the
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electronic payment device without providing electronic payment instrument (e.g. credit card) data to

the merchant (Abstract).

As per Claim 13, Mullen et al, disclases the method as recited in claim 12. However, Mullen et

al, is silent regarding wherein the POS device includes a contactless card loaded with the electronic

invoice, and the mobile device reads off a contactless card ina nearfield of the mobile device to obtain

the data pertaining to the electronic invoice from the POSdevice.

Dryer et al. teaches wherein the POS device includes a contactless card loaded with the

electronic invoice (pg.5, | [0041] discusses electronic payment device 120 are equipped with respective

NFC chips or cards 119, 129, 4] [0046] discusses the payment application 123 executing on the electronic

payment device 120 generates an authorization token 170°), and

the mobile device reads off a contactless card in a nearfield of the mobile device to obtain the

data pertaining to the electronic invoice from the POS device (pg.6, 4] [0047] discusses the consumer's

mobile communication device 110 and the merchant's electronic payment device 120 broughtinta

contact or in proximity with each other to establish a temporary connection, e.g., a NFC connection 160,

between the devices so they can communicate with each other),

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention toa modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

POS with a NFC transaction card as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a system and method where

Authorization data is shared between the mabile communication device and the electronic payment

device without providing electronic payment instrument (e.g. credit card) data to the merchant

(Abstract).

4 Examiner is construing authorization token as an electronic invoice because the token includes invoice amount
and transaction data.
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3, Claims 3, 6-11, 14, 15 and 16 are rejected underpre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Mullen et al. US 2012/0290472 in view of Shanket al. US2011/0066550 in view of

Dryer et al. US2012/0290376further in view of Florek et al. 2011/0112968.

As per Claims 3 and 14, Shank teaches wherethebilling device 12b mayestablish a dedicated

peer-to-peer connection with the paying device 12a at step 210. The dedicated connection may be

established according to the short-range wireless communication protocol being used (pg.5, §] [O050)).

However, Mullen et al., Dryer et al, and Shankare silent regarding wherein the POSdevice includes a

secure element that provides security and confidentiality required to support secure

data communication between the POS device and the mobile device.

Florek et al. teaches wherein the POS device includes a secure element that provides security

and confidentiality required to support secure data communication between the POSdevice the mobile

device (pg.10, 9] [0089] discussesIn its hardware on the SAM card 42 the Sales Device

28 encompasses a Secure Element 6 into which the POS payment terminal 27 identification and also the

Master Key for the encryption of the communicated data is loaded).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen, Shank and Dryeret al., to include the ability to

provide a merchantsales device with a secure element to conduct mobile transactions as taught by

Florek et al. to provide a method of direct debit paymentusing a contactless transmission link and

describes a configuration, in which a temporary payment terminal, with simplified structure thatis

intended aboveall for small business premises, can be created using a mobile communication device.

The solution refers to increase in security and comfort in paying over the mobile communication device

with removable memory card for example in the form of a micro SD card (pg.1, 9] [0001]).

As per Claims 6 and 15, Mullen et al. discloses the claimed invention. However, Mullen etal. is

silent regarding wherein the data further includes security information about the merchant associated
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with the POS device, the security information includes an account and bank information of the

registered merchant, an identifier of the secure element in the contactless card or the POS device.
 

Dryer et al, teaches wherein the data further includes security information about the merchant
 

associated with the POS device, the security information includes an account and bank information of

the registered merchant, an identifier of the secure element in the contactless card or the POS device

(pg.5, 4 [0046] discusses includes or is encoded with transaction data 122 such as merchant

identification (Merchant ID) types of electronic payment accepted by the merchant(e.g. VISA,

MASTERCARD,etc.).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide merchant

identification and payment type information as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a system and method

where authorization data is shared between the mobile communication device and the electronic

paymentdevice without providing electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit card) data to the

merchant (Abstract).

However, Mullen et al, and Dryer et al. are silent regarding an identifier of the secure element in

the contactless card or the POS device.

Florek et al. teaches an identifier of the secure element in the contactless card or the POS device

(pg.10, 4] [0089] discusses in its hardware on the SAM card 42 the Sales Device 28 encompasses a Secure

Element 6 into which the POS payment terminal 27 identification and also the Master Key for the

encryption of the communicated datais loaded).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen and Dryeretal., to include the ability to

provide information identifying a merchant sales device with a secure element within a mobile

transactions as taught by Florek et al, to provide a methodof direct debit payment using a contactless
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transmission link and describes a configuration, in which a temporary payment terminal, with simplified

structure that is intended aboveall for smal! business premises, can be created using a mobile

communication device. The solution refers to increase in security and comfort in paying over the mobile

cammunication device with removable memory card for example in the form of a micro SD card (pg.1, 9]

{0001}).

As per Claim 7, Mullen et al. discloses the method as recited in claim 6, wherein said sending the

payment request from the mobile device toa payment gateway comprises

transporting the paymentrequest to the payment gateway(pg.13, | [0149] discusses mobile

device 2302 may customize a payment message to remote application 2308 that includes only the

filtered subset of data that is needed by remote application 2308 to complete the purchase transaction),

wherein the payment gatewayis configured to perform the monetary transaction per the

payment request by deducting an amount from an account owned by the user (pg.11, §] [0137] discusses

enable a funds transfer from a source account(e.g., an account associated with a payment card thatis

tapped against a display of a mobile device) to a target account(@.g., a car loan account), Portion 2002

may, for example, list account details that may be associated with a target account(e.g., an account

number associated with a car loan, the payoff amount, and the amount due). Portion 2002 may, for

example, include details that may be associated with a target account that a mobile device has collected

from a networkentity (e.g., a bank) via a network connection between the mobile device and the

network entity).

However, Mullen et al. fails to explicitly state a secure channel andis silent regarding generating

an electronic notification for sending to the POS device.

Shank et al, teaches a secure channel(pg.5, 9] [0053] discusses each device 12 may open a

connection with the gateway 14. The connections may be opened according to any suitable network
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communications protocol. The connections may be secured by any suitable security protocol, such as

Secure Socket Layer (SSL)).

Shank further teaches generating an electronic notification for sending to the POS device (pg.6,

4] [0062] discusses the gateway 14 maynotify the paying device 16a of the result at step 230 and may

notify the billing device 16b of the result at step 232. Sending the result to the billing device 16b from

the gateway 14, rather than from the paying device, may reduce the risk of fraud)

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a security

protocol and provide a merchant with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as

taught by Shanket al. to provide a system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to

authorize a transaction and to determine an account for each device. The gateway then instructs an

account manager to withdraw the payment amountfrom the accountofthe first device and to deposit

it into the accountof the second device (Abstract).

As per Claim 8, Mullen et al, discloses the methodas recited in claim 7, wherein said displaying

the electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to modify the total amount in the electronic invoice when needed (pg.13, 4]

{0155] discusses a user's meal tab at a restaurant may be itemized by GUI 2508 and an alphanumeric

entry box (e.g., box 2510) mayallow the user to enter additional data (e.g., add a tip to the bill), A user

may, for example, review a total to be charged, verify such a total, and then present payment card 2504

to mobile device 2502 ta settle the total amount’);

paying the total amount with an electronic payment provided by an installed module in the

mobile device (pg.9, 4 [0114] discusses Payment information used to settle a transaction associated

* Examineris construing the ability to enter an additional amount as modifying the total.
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with the selected food purchase may be collected and/or generated by the mobile device and forwarded

onto a paymentserver and/or an associated issuer for settlement),

wherein the installed module in the mobile device is configured to generate the payment

request including the data pertaining to the electronic invoice to the payment gateway for processing

(pg.9, | [0114] discusses Payment information used to settle a transaction associated with the selected

food purchase may be collected and/or generated by the mobile device and forwarded onto a payment

server and/or an associated issuer for settlement).

As per Claim 9, Mullen et al. discloses the method as recited in claim 8, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and the payment gateway (pg.10, 4] [0128] discusses a mobile device may

communicate payment information to a payment server to complete a purchase transaction)

Mullen discloses the claimed invention howeverfails to explicitly state a secure channel. Shank

et al, teaches a secure channel (pg.5, 4] [0053] discusses each device 12 may open a connection with the

gateway 14, The connections may be openedaccording to any suitable network communications

protocol. The connections may be secured by any suitable security protocol, such as Secure Socket Layer

(SSL)).

Therefore it would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a secure

connection between mobile devices and a payment gateway to complete a payment transaction as

taught by Shank et al. to provide a system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to

authorize a transaction and to determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an

account manager to withdraw the payment amount from the accountofthe first device and to deposit

it into the accountof the second device (Abstract).

As per Claim 10, Mullen et al. and Dryeret al. discloses the method of the claimed invention.

However, Mullen et al, and Dryeret al, are silent regarding wherein the mobile device includes a secure
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element providing security and confidentiality required to support secure data communication between

the mobile device and the payment gateway.

Florek et al. teaches wherein the mobile device includes a secure element that provides security

and confidentiality required to support secure data communication between the mobile device and the

payment gateway (Figure 6, depicts Micros 18 for insertion into customer mobile phone having Secure

Element 31).

Therefore it would have been obvious to oneof ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen and Dryeret al., to include the ability to

provide a customer mobile phone with a secure element to conduct mobile transactions as taught by

Florek et al. to provide a method of direct debit payment using a contactless transmission link and

describes a configuration, in which a temporary payment terminal, with simplified structure thatis

intended aboveall for small business premises, can be created using a mobile communication device.

The solution refers to increase in security and comfort in paying over the mobile communication device

with removable memory card for example in the form of a micro SD card (pg.1, 4] [0001]).

As per Claim 11, Mullen et al. discloses the method of the claimed invention, wherein said

notifying the user in the mobile device that a monetary transaction per the payment request has been

successfully completed with the POS device (pg.9, 4] [0116] discusses a mobile device may complete a

purchasetransaction with an entity of a payment network (e.g., a payment server) and may further

request that the paymentserver deliver a receipt to the mobile device in a text message format).

However, Mullen etal, is silent regarding sending a notification of successful payment to the

merchant of the POS device.

Shank et al. teaches sending a notification of successful payment to the merchantof the POS

device (pg.6, {| [0062] discusses the gateway 14 may notify the paying device 16a of the result at step
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230 and may notify the billing device 16b of the result at step 232. Sending the result to the billing

device 16b from the gateway).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a notification

to a merchant regarding the completion of a payment transaction as taught by Shank etal. to provide a

system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a transaction and to

determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an account manager to withdraw the

payment amount fram the accountofthefirst device and to depositit into the account of the second

device (Abstract).

As per Claim 16, Mullen et al, discloses the method of the claimed invention. However, Mullen

et al. is silent regarding wherein the message received in the POS device shows how much has been

received from the user of the mobile device.

Shank teaches wherein the message received in the POS device shows how much has been

received from the user of the mobile device (pg.6, | [0062] discusses the result may be communicated

to the user via email, text message, or any suitable type of notification, An example of a result 94

received by the billing device 12bis illustrated in FIG. 4F),

Therefore it would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as taught by Shanket al. to provide a

system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a transaction and to

determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an account manager to withdraw the

payment amountfrom the accountofthefirst device and to deposit it into the account of the second

device (Abstract).
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Conclusion

Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presentedin this Office

action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the

extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE MONTHSfrom

the mailing date of this action, In the eventafirst reply is filed within TWO MONTHSof the mailing date

ofthis final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH

shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory

action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing

date of the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than

SIX MONTHSfrom the dateof this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to ASHFORD S HAYLES whose telephone number is (571)270-5106. The examiner can

normally be reached on M-F 6AM-4PM with Flex.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone,in-person, and video conferencing using a

USPTO supplied web-based collaboration toal. To schedule an interview, applicant is encouraged to use

the USPTO Automated Interview Request (AIR) at http://www.uspto. gov/interviewpractice.

lf attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s supervisor,

Fahd Obeid can be reached on 5712703324. The fax phone numberfor the organization wherethis

application or proceedingis assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application

Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applicationsis available

through Private PAIR only, For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-
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direct.uspto.gov, Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer

Service Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR

CANADA)or 571-272-1000,

/ASHFORD S HAYLES/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3687
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i
1
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 [(mobile near (transaction or sayment) |3
with (smartcard) :

(smartcard-smartcard) near
(transaction or payment)

rae

[(mobite near phone)vwith~f014/04/26!
(smartcard)near (transaction or ;:122: 14

jpayment) ;

 

—— hn ia ee ath wil Resi

[(nrobile nenearphoneynnearar (transaction
or payment) and (smartcard)near

jSretnReyON or payment)

f

 (mobile near phone) near (transaction
or payment) and (smartcard)near
\(POS)

= 

 
  (mobile near phone)and {JUS-PGPUB; OR : [povaroaia6

(smartcard)near (POS) HUSPAT; f 22:29 i
yUSOCR; | t

HFPRS;
‘IEPO; JPO; :
DERWENT; }
#1BM_TDBeerrTDB|ee ipcancetaistenisreal Meee

(person-person) or (peer-peer) and JUS-PGPUB; |OR 2014/04/26;
(sm artcard near (transaction or i i
| payment))
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ijand (mobile or wireless or cellular) near }FPRS; i i

t ‘(payment or transaction) HEPO; JPO; : :
DERWENT; 

 

 

|BM_TDB

US-PGPUB;|
 
   (portable or mobile or slim or wireless) i OR

near (nfc or emy or smartcard or
‘cantactless) near (device or terminal)
and (digital or electronic) near (bill or

 

 

  
 

3

 

 
 
 

 
 

 ii(persan-person or peer-peer) near i US-PGPUB; iOR }ON : 2014/04/29:
(transaction or payment) JUSPAT; | i 09:42 i

JUSOCR; i :
PRS; ,
EPO; JPO; | i i
DERWENT; | i
TBMOB eccesmsnemsethernesnsansstl cesses 

  
  ( “peer to peer") near (transaction or

‘payment)

 
 (peer) near (transaction or payment) 
  
 
 

JON—2014/04/29:
i 09:43 i

559 and (send$4 or transmitS4) near
(bill or invoice)
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1861 1550 (portable or mobile orslim or wireless) |[US-PGPUB; [OR ON 12014/04/29:

: ‘inear (nfc or emy or smartcard or USPAT; : 10:05
jjcontactless) near (device or terminalor|JUSOCR; : :

i i scanner) :IFPRS; : :
EPO; JPO; i

i DERWENT; : :
{I1BM_TDB

 ; 361 and (send$4 or transmit$4) near
(bill or invoice)

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 

( (mobile or cellular) near phone) and

i (smartcard)near (payment or
transaction)

 ; 965 and (send$4 or transmit$4) near
(bill or invaice)

S65 and emulat$4

 ‘(electronic near (transaction oar

payment) near card)

1568 and (nfo or emv or smartcard or
contactless)

'ise9and(send$4ortransmit $4) near |
(bill or invoice)
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3013013221 9”
 

7 f 

TSM with (transaction or payment) 
$73 and (nfc or emv or smartcard bor
|chipcard)

f j 3 i j i j j j 5 i £ j ; 

 
Is74 and SAM i

 waeal Waleiedaekperked rkpee kina bt Moa dem RoonaanLape cbdale bediveda aden bade adeweeds es D Rad charebdnetadeeetaieel

is74 and “secure element"

"201 30218766"

[TSM or “trustedservice")ands
(transaction or payment) near sett$4
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ore
  

S80 and (TSM or “trusted service”) and |US-PGPUB; JOR JON 2014/05/02!
(transaction or payment) JUSPAT; 14:08 i

jUSOCR; | i
FPRS; i :
EPO; JPO; } i :
i DERWENT: } t
HIBM_TDBTaweuannaveyeranvnewce tareaneseLtaee SLANT Aa ALASLAL SOLANLaanA banaveennsTTeiaeresnctnelad hesnnivianvesnenen ase 1 eeeee4

{12/s63444 7 ON

: i lUSPAT; | ili3:59 |
HUSOCR; i

IFPRS;
i EPO; JPO; |
i DERWENT;:

i sprovisionS4 near (POS or merchant or } 2014/05/02:
vendor) 14:07

i | |
: y ? ' ‘

=t
:
f

i :¢
:
ét
¢
f
it
i

 aaOascoot pcisssinieeeeeeioee ced Us =cnidtcls Bewhasis ek(TSM or "trusted service") and i i i}ON
(transaction or payment) near settl$4 i

euth

(TSM or “trusted service") and
\(purchase) near settl$4

FmnEyCorvinciesooTeohadAieaTt
(TSM or "trusted service") and (verif$4 |
or confirm$4) near (purchase or i
transaction)

PSI
S85 and "secure element” |US-PGPUB; }OR HON 2014/05/02:

JUSPAT; i H19:58
WUSOCR;

JFPRS;
iJEPO; JPO; | i i

 

i

FsaeAiharaArneAnhAARBietaepbralAirbenderialnberieAtiAarneMarRnrosRANbAbrrAnteherbAbaniheninAerrasnrtATiabenneMishihenieMarrbsereanrTesEnPA
patnneecescalnestomace  JDERWENT; | ‘

IL. sil einesneicensccseentccallOMONseaccnssl eticesate!
‘(TSM or "trusted service") and |US-PGPUB; |OR TON 2014/05/04!
(purchase or transaction) near HUSPAT,; : 12:17
(process$4 or settl$4) |USOCR; : i

|FPRS;

EPO; JPO; |

|DERWENT;|
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cdiiatalrlariseaera

 

~2014/05/04
H12:200 |

  
 
 
 

 

(electronic near (purse or wallet)) and
‘(payment or transaction) near (sett!$4
or process$4)

   
  

  ]US-PGPUB; JOR ION 12014/05/04!
JUSPAT; | f 14:43
HUSOCR; i
HFPRS;
IEPO; JPO; :
DERWENT; }
41BM_TDBIcancintaactiniccsccestataleNeansiinceMeasMtcaren

: ‘(mobile near nfc near (payment or '|US-PGPUB; |OR 2014/05/10!
transaction)) 17:20

 

 
 

i

 

 
 

  
aieeee

\(smarteard or chipcard ) and (mobile
near (payment or transaction))

i

innititalnbnesterases csvaclinivt ere dehCatan dels datasdal Wn dt ole coodeineanit ob Mtectaddhinten tanned deinen foc daiwa tive cine pongtaasadeengenase
395 and (secure near element) i 2014/05/11:

#15:05
i
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|EPO; JPO; |

FeesFeeeeeascctacsmemciad ie

 

ION [2014/05/13
i 22:14

(nfc with mobile near (invaic4 or
‘Ibill$4))

HON "fe014/05/13.

iL
WeoeaaCe2oDiPllikeaGoof t(secure near element) and ((billing or 'TUS-PGPUB:|jer ON i‘poiaog 13Hlinvoic$4)) \JUSPAT; i (J22:52
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io lUsocR; | | |
: IFPRS; i 
 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 
 

EPO; JPO; |
JDERWENT;: ;

PMeeeecBSaeos
#9105 and (mobile near (payment or : 
transaction))

(smartcard or chipeard ) and ((storing :
or saving) near (bill or invoice))
 

IatN|BM.Ha18
{[(nfc near (transaction or payment)) and
u((storing ar saving) near (bill or
Hinvaice))

[intenear (transaction or payment)) and!{US PGPUB:.
1( (bill or invoice)) HUSPAT;

| USOGR;
;

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

  

 

 

{175

JFPRS;
EPO; JPO; |
DERWENT; | i
UBMTB eet eeesnemesd cman

 
 i (sacle adj lorries) andi festoritig ©or

saving) near (bill or invoice))

 (secure adj slament) and (vtranemt ith4
yor receiv$4) near (bill or invoice))

 

 
2014/05/14.
28: 10

fst 11 and (nfe near (transaction or
ipayment)) and ( (bill or invoice)) 

{

isi 11 and (nfc near (transaction or t
‘payment)) ip
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isiia {ioe

ransaction)) 
  

  
 

 

 
 
 

  transaction)

  
S116 and trusted near service

(smartcard or chipeard or emv)

iitransaction))

wallet)

{transaction))
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(bill or invoice) near (payment or

H(bill or invoice) near (payment or i

"security authentication module"
“(electronic or virtual) mear (purse or

Centenneseeeeeee

"security authentication module” and

‘(mobile near (purchase or paymentor

nfc near (transaction or payment)) and! US-PGPUB; OR HON 12014/05/ 14)
(bill or invoice) near (payment or USPAT; : 23:10 :

4USOCR;

|FPRS;
EPO; JPO; | :

DERWENT; | :

{si 16 and TSM i

i 2

1201 4/05/14)
yea:12 |

  
  

 

USPAT;

HUSOCR; | i {
JFPRS; i
EPO; JPO; } i i
‘DERWENT;| i
IBM_TDBtt :

US-PGPUB; OR
 
 
 
 

  

 
 

with (

 and |

 
 
  

 |US-PGPUB; [OR 
 
JUSPAT;
:|USOCR;

FPRS;
‘EPO; JPO; |
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DERWENT; | ;
IBMTBnasa ssctinitljus PGPUB:

-

fi(persanal$4)nnearF[eenure:adjelement):  Feeteeetteretcentreetetsceteceteasurveuanaas

‘[((identif$4 or match$4 or locat$4) near :
issuer) same ((match$4 or compar$4)

linear (device or element) near (1D or
Hidentif$4))

  
  
 

 
 

 

JUS-PGPUB;|
|USPAT; |
HUSOCR;
FPRS;

 i((identif$4 or match$4 or locat$4) near
issuer) same ((match$4 or compar$4)

“near (secure adj element) near (1D or
‘lidentif$4)) 
  
 
  

 
  

 

{[((identits4 or match$4 or locat$4) near
issuer) same ((secure adj element) near!

(1D or identif$4)) '

 
 y(mobile-mobile) near (payment ar

transaction)

qimobie adj mobile) near (payment ortransaction)

(sis30and (secure adjelement)
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(smartcard arc ipcard ) and( und adj

utransfer$4)

   [$132 and (personal$4 near (secure adj|JUS-PGPUB; }OR {ON‘Ib014/ 10109.
‘lelement)) NUSPAT; 15:55

jUSOCR;

JFPRS;
EPO: JPO; |
 

{sis2 and (personal$6near (secure adj
‘lelement))

 

"20020068554"

120030023954"

‘1"20030140176"
"20040030601"

"20040128259"
"20050001711"

#"20050091659"
"20050149926"

"20050188360"|eoosoraas 64""20050222961"

/"20060041507"
420060165060"

"20070067325"
"20070135164"
"20070226786"

"20080073426"

'|'20080162834"
"20080208681"

 
"20080270253"

 

{S132 and foursonalsé-ninear (secure:ad) |
Helement))

i (Fund‘aditransfer) and(personal$6
near (secure adj element))

("20010011250" | "20010021927" | |
"20010027441"
"20020004783"

"20010039657"|
"20020042776"|
"20020194138" |
"20030074579"|
"20040029569"|
"20040123152" |
"20040140351" |
"20050071418" |
"20050102679" |
"20050184163" |
"20050184165"|
"200501939218" |
"20060036570"|
"20060126831" |
"20060219774"|
"20070090195"|
"20070169043"|
"20080056501" |
"20080130902"|
"20080167988"|
"20080208762"|
"20090158028" |
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"20090239512"
"20090307142"

("20100012732"
"20100050271"
"20100063893"
"20100114731"
"20100138518"

("20100205432"
"20100211507"
"20100291896"
"20100306076"

"20100306531"
"20100330958"
"20110029671"
"20110078081"

"90110113473"
"20120009873"

 
"20090261172"
"20090312011"
"20100042824"
"20100058463"
"20100088237"
"20100131413"
"20100203870"
"20100207742"
"20100250956"
"20100291904"
"20100306107"
"20100323681"
"20110016275"
"20110072425"
"20110087610"
"20110131421"
"20120129452"

 
"4851653" | "5221838"

"6005942" | "6092201"
\"6141752" | "6151657"|"6230267"|| i

ee "6434238"|| i

"5991399"
"6101477"

i
;
i
i
i
;
i

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
;
i
;
i

"6484174" | "6601761"|"6609113"|| f ;
"6633984" | "6647260" i i
1°6792536").PN. OR ("6823520"| i : i i

"6963270" |} j i
"7152782"|3
"7191288"
"7243853"

"7349885" | i
"7374099"|| | i

: "7469151"|| i
"7607175"|| Et i i

i
i
;
i

i
;

i

;
i

"6907608" | "6922835"
"7093122" | "7140549"

"7159180" | "7165727"
"7206769" | "7232073"
"7275685" | "7346170"
"7353396" | "7360691"
"7382762" | "7395535"
"7478389" | °7502946"

\"7631346" | "7631810"|"7708198"|| i
\"7712658" | "7739731"|"7860486"|| i
\"7967215" | "8120460"|"8126806"| | i
"8150767" | "8171137").PN. OR i

1(°8429409")URN.csaeesrnnnesnnnreBbmec—_—-hea)ia 2 2

  
|
ee
contactless near (Fund adj transfer) i

 
and ((secure adj element))

  

 
 

|
7

contactless near (Fund adj transfer$4)
and ((secure adj element))

 
J tannne tenn niet Meetennetennnnannnnt heanadtennnt dennsbannne tennndannattentittanthdennntannn tennntiientabennitdanttennntenniteadResnnmtanweeiennatannnatent kinwindennatanrnstanntied heawnetnwntennnatat betennnndennntennntenniaed

1S132 and (updat$4 or modify$4 or
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i
Hedit$4 or chang$4) near (bill or
Hinvoice)
 

 
 (contactless near (transaction or

Hpayment)) and (fund$1 near
dtransfer$4)

 

 
 

 
u(contactless) near (bill or invoice) 

  
 

‘(contactless near (transaction or
payment)) and (virtual near (bill or

‘linvoice))  
  {(contactiess near (transaction or

payment)) and (digital near (bill or {
vinvaice)}

  
 

and (digital near (bill or invoice))
 
 and ((digital or electronic or mobile or

wireless)near (bill or invoice))

 
 

 
 : (EMV near (transaction or payment))

dand ((bill or invoice))  
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;
:
}
:

 
  
  

  

j((EMV or chipeard or smartcard) near |
“(transaction or payment)) and ((digital :
‘or electronic or mobile or wireless)near |

‘(bill or invoice)) i

 

‘TUS-PGPUB,, ORlpayment)} and ((digital or electronic or }|USPAT;
‘mobile or wireless) near (bill or 4¥USOCR;
Hinvaice)) iIFPRS; i
‘ EPO; JPO; ;

|DERWENT:|

 
 

: (contactless) near (transaction or #US-PGPUB; JOR
ipayment)) and ((digital or electronic or }USPAT; 
paperless) near (bill or invoice)) HUSOCR; i
4 AFPRS; i i

EPO; JPO; |

| lipasesiL. aeseemtivbestiassnta
  

(digitalcor“alectranio:or paperless) near,
(bil or invoice)) i

 
 
    

  

 

20130151400" 
; ((mobileoor windloes ar cellular) ‘adj
(contactless) near (purchase or

Utransaction or payment)) and ((digital

or electronic or mobile ar wireless) near}
(bill or invoice)) i

 

  
4((mobile or wireless or cellular) adj
(contactless) near (purchase or

transaction or payment))

ae ae and ((digital or electronic or GeB; ic ies Ee
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‘lpaperless) near (bill or invoice))

“proximity) adj (billing or invoic$4)

lUSPAT; | 17:05 |
‘JUSOCR;
HFPRS; :
EPO; JPO; :
DERWENT; :

tainieeeanateioed|eetse(contactless or NFC or wireless or  
 

[siezfe

  
 
  
  

  
  
[sie7_7

or purchase) and (electronic adj

JUS-PGPUB; {OR '1o017/09/18.
HUSPAT; 115:39 i
jUSOCR; | i
‘IFPRS; i ;
EPO; JPO; | i
DERWENT; | i
aa:

(invoic$4 or billing))

(contactless or NFC or wireless or
proximity) adj (POS)

$184 and (electronic or digital) near
libilis4 or invaic$4)

Pos adj card

|
|

| 

isis86‘and (electronicorraigial) near US-PGPUB; OR lon
{(bilIS4 or invoic$4) : :JUSPAT:

HUSOCR;
1FPRS;
EPO; JPO; | i i

DERWENT;| i ‘
\BM_TDB | i wl

‘2017/09/18
W148: 29

ypeesceaeeeeeeees 
{eashiess adjj ‘POS
 

JUs-PGPUB; | OR HON 2017/09/18)
JUSPAT; 18:31

| |USOCR; i
|FPRS;

| EPO; JPO;JDERWENT;
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icashless near POS 

cashless same POS   
S190an‘and1(electfonic’sorrdigital)nnear
(biN$S4 ar invoic$4)

~2017/09/18)
18:35 |

 (SIM) same (POS) i

a aetaPahaALA OaAASOabaAaNBaAcreape iA Dat hilept Ok ehLE ALLASe ASONaa Ra asleASOe SO

(SIM adj card) same (POS)

 

 

 
  ]US-PGPUB; JOR ‘oi 709/18
|USPAT; | : 20:12
HUSOCR; | i
HFPRS; i
‘IEPO; JPO; :
DERWENT; }
‘IBM_TDB

[(2o0to0ses9e" | "20020097715"|
"20020120537" | "20030060246"|
"20070295803" | "20100030634"|

4°20100161478" | "6598028"|
"7540408" | "7603312"|

(SIM adj card) near (POS)

IecoereecnecteceseeescceseeectreeLnectesesecessecesteeecreectnestee bceatecetteettecetteettecetteecteyPanmurennnasascaehAceananisianeesnandginnivassaeid
 
 
 
 

  

 
E
;:
iE
;He
iHy
;t
uv
f
iE
;f

a

  POS and generat$4 near (electroniccor
digital) near (billS4 ar invaicS4)
 t

i  

 
  

 
cimatitied hihi abtwvahitanabina banal naabtaanins bu sine

[sise ao"(mobileorm) adj POS ~~fesrorue:|p jon porriosite
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ae i JUSPAT; | J20:49 |

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  

 

| USOCR;
HFPRS; :
EPO; JPO; |
|DERWENT;: i

icooenaeajectemiactemneneeapicnampmeraeTDNeen ne:1escent
#S198 and generat$4 near(electronic or ;
‘idigital) near (bill$4 or invoic$4) 
 

$198 and (electronic or digital) near : US-PGPUB; iOR ON ‘1017/09/18.
4(billS4 or invoic$4) HUSPAT; i i 20:49 i

jUSOCR; | i
HFPRS; i :
EPO; JPO; } i

lowToe.i i :i IBM_TDB_i

eaeae
5198 and (contactless or NFC or

wireless or proximity) adj (payment or
transaction or purchase)

  
 

 

 
 

 

  

$198 and ((nfe or contactless or chip)
adj card)

 

 
SFUaaaaelfLeeaCLaKlBaol RAPiPavie ee

S203 and (electronic or digital) near
(bIINS4 or invoicS4)

merchant adj wallet |US-PGPUB; }OR lon ‘2017/09/18
JUSPAT; i 20:58
HUSOCR; i
JFPRS; i :
EPO; JPO; ; i i
DERWENT:, i

[S205feat
 

i

  a : ipseeeragececaledTDBssSS
1S206 151 ‘imerchantadj (mobile adj wallet) ]US-PGPUB;JOR JON 2017/09/18)

JUSPAT; 120:58
| jusocr; |
i IFPRS; | iEPO; JPO; i i

JDERWENT;
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i((mobile or m) adj POS) and
i((contactless or smart or chip) adj
card)

 

((mobile or m) adj POS) same
((contactless or smart or chip) adj
card) 

 
 
 

ae 

il(payment0orftransaction)‘adjterminal)|
same ((contactless or smart or chip) ad];
card)

~(2017/09/18:
La
{[s209)545

21:16

i
i f

209 and generat$4 nnearir (electronic or |
idigital) near (bill$4 or invoicS4)

§ i 

[S209and(electronicordigital)near
i(bill$4 or invoic$4)

=

(ibisar:-to--peer) adj (payment or {|US-PGPUB; OR OFF ‘ot 709/18
transaction)) and (contactless or NFC or {USPAT; f 121220 i
wireless or proximity) adj (card) yUSOCR; i ' i

HFPRS; i
‘EPO; JPO; :
DERWENT; }
4IBM_TDB

S212 and (electronic or digital) near © |US-PGPUB; OR 2017/09/18:
Ipillg4 or invoicd4) i :

((peer-to-peer) adj (POS)) and
i tbontactlass or NFC or wireless or

ereecnly) adj (card)

 LSAACLAAAAAAssgaladaAALABAMAAseaajoommiemummomnos
=

 
7 i((peer-to-peer) adj (POS))
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  "20070233554" | "20100227553" |
"20120092137" | "8229354").PN.
   
 
    

  - jobscesspool

(POS near application) and (contactless|
or NFG or wireless or proximity) adj
(card)
 

  

 
 

  
 

POS and SOC

 PR {

[POS and (system near chip)

 
PARSEMARRAORNEANAbAORSMMeiAREADDindbhivibiMAddlhbNAbMAASRAMADANERAAAPAREMARAEtaMAAdnbheeke 
a((touch or tap) adj (payment or ;

itransaction)) and (contactless or NFC or}
wireless or proximity) adj (card)

 
  ‘(contactless 0orT NEC0orrwirelessoor i

Hproximity) adj (payment or transaction) :
 2017/09/19)

09:21 
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